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Accused of Stealing Whisky
From a Box Car, and Articles
From Employ and Officials
in Railroad Yards—Arrested
Today
HAS NOTHING TO SAY AT ALL
Excellent work on the part of Spe-
cial Politemen Pat Kirk and Dick
Tolbert, of the Illinois Central. and
Patrolman Jake Rouse, resulted in
the arrest of Will Barton, a read head
ed, red faced stranger, who is accused
of several felonies, and who will be
given a chance to repair' his conduct
Friday morning in police. court.
Barton was arrested last night at
the Illinois Central station while
boarding a train to leave the city. He
wore an overcoat identified as that
stolen from A. F. Niers, assistant
genera) yardmaster of the iliniois
Central: and Barton was identified
by Heyers as the man who slept in
his room at a lodging house when he
missed the coat. Whisky, identified
as that stolen from a box car, was
found on Barton, also articles taken
from Conductor Val Barrick's ca-
boose.
Charges of robbing Barrick's ca-
boose, of stealing the overcoat from
Beyers. of carrying concealed wea-
pons and obtaining money by false
pretenses in selling a pair of boots
utolen from Conductor Herrick, have
been filed against him.
He Is suspoeted ow helping robbed
Engineer Edward Walker of his
eittult and money last week, and the
matter Is being investigated Barton
r4 fused to talk.
The accidental killing of W. D.
Melton, of Bandana, who fell from a
street car at Seventh street and
Broadway here several months ago
and died of a fractured skull, has
brought complications in his bank-
rupt matter.
This morning exceptions to the dis-
charge of Melton as a bankrutit were
heard by ,Referee Bagby. but contin-
ued until Friday to give Administra-
tor Rudolph time to prepare an an-
swer. Melton was adjudicated a
bankrupt before death and had ac-
quired abo t $2.000 sinee the adju-
dication This was exempted until
death threw It into his estate, which




Lontsville, Oct. 15. (Special.)—
Thirty% ilve clerks and 25 freight hand
lers at the Southern rallwar-freight
houses struck here this mnreing.
Kentucky Doctors.
Louisville, Oct. 15. (Special.)—
The 52(1 annual session of the Ken-
tucky Medical association convened
today.
Shocked Louisville.
Louisville, Oct. 15. I Special.) —
The shock from the Fontainet powder
mill explosion was felt here.
Louisville. Oct. 15. (Special.)—
The 1417th meeting of the grand lodge
of Kentucky Masons opened here this
morning with 100 present. Deputy
Grand Master Henry Barrett will be
geand master next year. Grand Mas-
ter Veach read his report.
Mutat Hafig Loots Custom House.
Tangier. Oct 15.—The custom
house at Mazagan was subjected to a
second raid by Mutat Hafig's men the
night of October 9, when 1,040 rifles
were seised. A new administrator of
the customs house at Mailman, ap-
pointed by Mulei liafig. arrived there
October 11 and took the place of
Ben Elliman, who had made his es-
cape. He la a Fez man named from
the Halite Fillsty. who formerly was a
merchant In Morocco.
Edward and Czar to Meet.
Copenhagen. Oct. e P oil ti-
ken's Berlin correspondent says that
a meeting betWeen King 'Edward and
the czar at Copenhagen has been er-
ranged.
ENGLISH RAILWAI SERVANTS
ARE VOTING TO STRIKE FOR
EIGHT HOUR DAY AND UNION
Terrible Wreck in Which More Than
Score are Killed and Many Hurt----
Train Burns.
London, Oct. 15.—At least fifteen
persona perished, 23 were gravely in-
jured and many suffered less serious
hurts in a wreck of a Northwestern
railway train on a curve near Shrews-
bury today. Besides corpses already
taken from the debris it is feared
other bodies are buried in the wreck,
Fire followed the crash and bodies
of the dead were partly burned.
Many of the Injured were frightfully
burned before they could be dragged
union
ances.




Terre Haute, Ind. Oct. 15.—At
least four men were killed and scores
badly injured in the explosion at the
Dupont Powder works at Fontalnet
today Priv tically the entire village
was destroyed. The explosion was
heard 60 miles from the scene. Re-
ports, not verified. said Probably 4'3
were killed In a public school build-
ing. The two-story structure col-
lapsed, burying 200 pupils. A gen-
eral store and several other buildings
collapsed, burying the occupants. Fon
tainet is a coal mining village, the
only other Industry in the vicinity be-
ing the powder works. Reports say
SPARK FROM HIS PIPE
DROPPED IN DILA WEI{
AND IGNITED POWDER.
Conductor M. B. Ittaserteon, of
the Illinois Central, seas burned
Monday evening by the explosion
of psevder, which became ignited
In a peculiar manner. air. Rots-
cresols was wanting a sleek for
some Dap4.1r8 ‘i It1.11 a alflhlk fr 
the pipe he wits a k leg fell into
a drawer containing a small
quantity of loofa- eutipeader. The
powder ignited and Itaished up
and Mr. I ti i-beet son Wise severely
burned shouts I he face and liatitle.
The evplosion set tire to the
papers In the (leek and it was
%% eh the greriteet difficulty the
blaze was eatinguistiee berme




from the timbers, which pinned them
down. •
London, Oct. 15.—About nine out
of ten members of the Amalgamated
Society of Railroad servants are vot-
ing for a strike on every line in this
city. The . results will be -a-announced
October 28. A walkout would tie up
practically every mile of track on the
island and .paralyze conimerce all
over Great Britain. Men want an
eight hour day, recognition of the Front windows in Joe A. Gard-
and also present other griev- ner's and Gilson's drug stores were
The Amalgamated society has smashed in last night by burglars.
who were frightened away before en
trance was gained. Gilson's drug
store at Ninth street and Broad-
way, was first visited. Mrs. Frank
Hoover, who resides across the street.
- heard the crash and telephoned the
police station, but too late to catch
the burglars. A short time after
Gardner's drug store at Third and
Tennessee streets, was visited. Burg-
lars escaped immediately after
breaking in the window. sleepers up-
stairs being awakened by the noire.
many miners at work were killed or
injured by mine walls caving in, A
relief train was sent from here.
The large mills and store hoese of
the company were completely de-
stroyed and all employes in the mill
arereported killed. About 70 men
are reported at work at the time and
now it is said the death list will
reach almost a hundred. All children
in the school building, which col-
lapsed, are injured and some loss of
life will result. The force of the ex-
plosion was so great that buildings
in Brazil, Crawfordsville and Green-
castle, which are 27 miles away, were
damaged.
DOOLIN SAID DOG ANOTHER OFFICE
WAS SOLD BY SELF IN LOCAL YARDS
BUT HE IS HELD OF I. C. RAILROAD
•
Jim Doolin was held over to the
grand jury for stealing a bull terrier
from the James Jewel's grocery and
saloon at Sixth 'and Finley streets on
Saturday evening. Doolin attempted
to lay the entire matter at the door
of his companion, Bud Self, who has
since disappeared.
Doolin an0 Self drove to Jewel's
saloon and coaxed the dog into the
buggy. They drove off, and acord-
ing to Doolin's story, Self pold the
dog at Isensan's wagon yard for 25
ernts. Jewel tent-tiled that the dog
Was valued at $50. He hasn't recov-
ered the dog. Doolin's bond was
!lad at $3041.
Riley Pitman in Had.
Riley Pitman, a blacksmith, was
held to the grand jury for obtaining
money by false pretenses. He is ac-
cused of selling a hide to Woolfolk-
Bowers & company for $2.35 wiser,
It did not belong to him. Pitman de-
clared that he bought the hide from
a stranger for 80 cents. The hide
was taken from a farmer's wagon in
a wagon yerd near Clark and Third
streete.
Married One Hundred Years.
-Vienna, Oct. 15.—There has just
been celebrated in the little village
of Isonbolgi. the anniversary of a
wedding which occurred just 10Id
years ago. All Hungary is interested
and the emperor has asked the au-
thorities to forward to him official
particulars, so he can personally con-
gratulate tho couple.
The long wedded couple are named
Szathmart The husband Is 120
years old and the wife 116. They
have hundreds of descendants in and
around the village, •
e Grand Lodge Representatives'.
James E. Wilhelm, E. W. Whitte-
more and Fred Roth, representing
the Masons. and Mesdames Georgia
Holliday, Harry Johnston. A. W.
Wright and C. W. Lewis. representing
the Eastern Star, are in Louisville it,
attend the grand lodge meetings of
both orders.
Grills Market.
Cincinnati,' 0., Oct. 15.—Wheat,
110 ; corn. 70%; oats, 67.
v---seeeesesseeseeseasessee 
•
Following closel on the creation
of the office of "assistant general
yardmister of Paducah Illinois Cen-
tral yards," comes die creation of
a second office, that of "assistant gen
eral yardmaster of Paducah termin-
als, nights." and H. E. Hughes, of
this city, has been giving the posi-
tion, assuming his new duties last
night. This gives two assistant gen-
eral yardmasters, Mr. Hughes' au
thority being as great during his
hours as that of the general yard-
master. Now that the yard force has
been thoroughly organized, no more
serious blockades will result, it fa
thought, s
Mr. Brack Owen went to Hamby
Station this morning on business.
Mr. Richard D. Bakro,w, of bouls-
rifle, is in the city. He is at the head
of Bakrow Bros., owners of the Pal-
mer House cigar stand.
Mr. Bob Parrish went to Gilberts-
ville this morning to inspect lumber.
BELIEVED A AUICIDE.
Arthur A. Mermod, Son of Prominent
Mt. Louis Jeweler.
St. Louis, Oct. 15.—It tecame
known today that the dead body of
Arthur A. Mermod. a son of the late
Alexander Mermod, one of the found-
ers of the Mermod, Jaccard King
Jewelry company, was found in a
TOM at the Commercial hotel yes-
terday and that he had committed
suicide. Despondency Is believed to
have caused his act.
War on All Dig Pompaeloura.
Pittsburg. Pa., Oct. 15.—Managet
of 'Pittsburg's big stores have de-
clared war on the big pompadour's,
and scores of girls who insisted on
wearing their hair this way have been
discharged, one of the leading stores
letting twenty go at 'once without
recommendations.
The claim is made that too much
time Is taken by the girls in taking
care of this higemass of hair.
The (stores say they don't care for
a neat little pompadour, but the big
ones mulct go.
Dr. F. V. Kimbrough, of near
Maxon's, wilt in the city today.
REGISTRATION OF
LAST DAY IS NOT
ABOVE AVERAGE
Registration at noon today was as
collows in the 18 city precincts:
R. D 1.
('dauber's  6 5 0
S. S. C. H. No. 1. ..... 6 13 2
S. S. C. H. No, 2.  IS 2 0
N. S. C H.  4 17 1
Warehouse  7 12 1
Yancey's  2 8 2
Roger's  R 12 0
Savage's  6 14 1
Berry's  4 2:0 1
Henneberger's  16 22 1
Butler's  9 7 1
Schmidt's  13 17 2
Gallman's  16 18 0
Plow Factory ..... 7 1 0
S. S. Fire Station  9 9 2
Chalk's  5 10 0
Dieget's   31 14 0




Chicago, 0.1. 1.5.-9tuyvesant Fish
lost the first round in his fight for
the control of the Illinois Central. His
attorneys asked Judge Ball to post-
pone hearing the case. Attorneys for
Harriman and Harebell objected on
the grounds that $aseeeemi) worth of
stock has been disfranchised by the
restraining order. Judge Ball declared
he had notified Fish's lawyers when
they requested the injunction that
they must be prepaied to defend it
at once, and he ordered the appear-
ance of attorneys entered, so that the
asiguing might proceed immediately
Union Men Walk Out.
Eight union carpenters and caulk-
ers employed at the docks of the
West Kentucky Coal company, at the
foot of Ohio street, walked out this
morning because the foreman gave
employment to two non-union work-
men. The company has been run-
ning an "open shop" for some time,
the foreman, James Pruitt. being a
non-union man. All the other me-
chanics employed have been members
of the union, and but little friction
has existed until this morning when
two more non-union men were putt to
work. The eight union men prom)'
walked Out and today the dock, are
being run by the throe men. The
.Pilleistla of the coal eompany have not
made any statements as to ivhat
iswtirliuled. be done in regard to thek
•
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD ARE GERMANY DENIES
IN POSSESSION OF PAD UCAH ANY PURPOSE TO
AND HOLD KEYS 10 1HE CITY ANNEX AUSTRIA
Time and Place.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 15.—Na-
tional Republican Chairman Harry S.
New said today, "We will go to Wash-
ington tomorrow or Thursday and
Will there consult with Republican
leaders regarding the selection of the
place of the National Republican con-
vention. I believe we shall have an




Drs. Jesse Gilbert and Will J. Gil-
bert have purchased the store build-
ing and site now occupied by the iat-
ter's drug store at Fourth street and
Broadway. from E. L. Atkins and
wife, for a private consideration. Mr.
and Mrs. Atkins left yesterday with





..New York. Oct. 15.—Hampton G.
Westcott, vice-president of the Stand-
ard Oil company. of Kentucky. testi-
fied in the hearing of the federal suit
against the oil combine, that in sev-
eral southern states the Standard had
found it expedient to sell much pro.
ducts through companies which the
public believed to be independent.
The practice of selling through the
so-called independent companies
which were owned by the combine
was discontinued two years ago, ac-
cording to Mr. Westcott.
Mr. Westcott threw a sidelight on
the business department of the Stand-
ard concerning which the federal
counsel has been seeking information
since the beginning of the inquiry.
Mr. West(ott testified that each
month the tna.n office of the Standegn
Oil company of Kentucky, at Coving-
ton, sent to him not only reports of
the business operations of the Stand-
ard, but also statements concerning
the freight shipments and sales of oil
by all competitors. These statements.
according to Mr. Westeott, gave the
name of the consignor. consignee.
amount of oil shipped and any infor-
mation that might be available. Mr.
Kellogg, counsel for the government.
stated tonight that he expected to
cal: William__G. Rockefeller. assistant
treasarer of the Standard Oil com-
pany of New Jersey,, to the stand
when the hearing is resumed tomor-
row.
TELEGRAPHERS ALL FILE
APPLICATIONS FOR OLD JOBS
Charleston, S. C., Oct. 15.—All of
the telegraphers here haTe filed ap-
plications for reinstatement. The
president of the local union formally
called the strike off today.
Episcopal Convention.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 15.—The prIn•
clple event in the general Episcopal
convention today was the defeat of
the so-called arch bishop or provinces
bill which has been holding the atten-
tion of the house of bishops and







National Officers of Lodge Did
not Arrive and Local Camps
are Augmented by Delega-
tions From Neighboring
Towns—Big Parade and
Meeting at Fair Gronnds .
A tiegram was received today at 2
o'clock announcing that Sovereign
(' ...... blander J. C. Root, of the WOOd•
1114.11 of tile World, is hick in a Chi-
cago hte.pitiii. Though members are
dieuppointsel al their failure to Meet
the founder of the order, the parath
and other features on the program for
the day are being carried out at the
fair ground".
Filindrede of members of the order
of the Woodmen of the World from
Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri and Ten-
nessee are here today to greet Sover-
eign Commander J.(7.ftoot, Sovereign
Banker Shepard, of Texas, and Sov-
ereign Manager Patterson, of Ten
nessee. All the trains and boats into
the shy this morning brought large
delegations of the different camps
many of them in uniform, and when
the line of parade was formed stills
afternoon. at 1:341 it was estimated
that 3,00. Woodmen were in line.
The Parade.
At 1:341 o'clock the prade start-
ed from the headquarters of Jersey
camp at Third and Elizabeth streets.
both the local camps, forming there,
and during the march down Third,
street healed by thus local offieere
in carriages and Deal's bang. the vis-
iting camps joined the processiou at
intervals. The parade extended down
Third street to Kentucky avenue, out
that street to First street, and down
First street to Broadeay. and out
Broadway to Ninth street, where it
disbanded. and Woodmen took cars
for the fair grounds where speeches
of welcome are being made.
The Recess.
Several fast horses have been se-
cured for entries to the races that
will be run, and some excellent seort
is expected.
Tonight at Wallace park a dance
will be tendered the visitors and a so-
cial event given at, the theater.
Among the lodges that are repre-
sented are Hopkinsville. Madisonville
Fulton, Bardwell, Lynn Grove, Cold-
water, Mayfield, Farmington, Dawson
Central City and Earlington. At 1:15
o'clock this afternoon a large number
of lodge men from Benton. Murray
and Hazel came in and formed in
line at the Norton street depot, join-
ing the procession at Third and Nor-
ton streets. They were headed by
State Commander Rainey T. Wells
of Murray.
How Rooks Are Audited.
The delay in the arrival of the
sovereign officers did not interfere
with the plans, except as to their
part on the program, and the parade
and program at the fair grounds are
being carried out as planned.
Sovereign Manager T. E. Patterson
Of Chattanooga, who is one of the
auditing committee, explained the
system by whieh the books of the or-
ganization are audited. Sovereign
Manager Patterson is trustee of Ham-
ilton county), Tenn.. and has had
wide experience in checking large ac-
counts. He has perfected an unique
system by which the books are ac-
curately and regularly Inspected, and
as Sovereign Patterson says emphat-
ically, "They are audited," with ac-
cent on ,the "are."
He and Mrs. Patterson have been
in Paducah several days, as the
gusts of Magistrate and Mrs. Charles
W. Emery.
Partly elouthy tonight and Wednees
day. %Vernier touight. Highest tem-
perature yesterday, 64; lowest today,
37.
SYNOD URGES FIGHT UPON
SAIMON AND OPEN SABBATH.
Reasons Why Such A malgaina




WOULD NOT BENEFIT EMI'IHE
Vienna, Oct. 15.— Although Em-
peror Francis Joseph seenis to be
holding his own today, physi, little do
not attemst to hide their uneastuess-
There are no signs of rerovi-ry The
patient's age counts heaitly against
him.
Berlin, Oct. 15.--Regarding the
persistent reports pubilehed in the
English press that Germaia desires
to absorb Austria in (be event of the
death of Francis Joseph. it may be
stated that the policy of Cs'ernuany
with reference to the internal affairs
of Austro-Hungary has been declared
to be one of entire aloofness.
The foreign office sonic mouths ago
sent a dispatch on Me subject to
Baron Speck von Sternberg, German
ambassador at Washington, for the
information of Pres.dent Roosevelt.
The relations between Austria and
Russia were reviewed in this com-
munication historically. beginning
with the controversies in the old Ger-
man federation, which were settled
by the war of IsFA, and it was fur-
ther set fcrrth how Prussia, since
then. had maintained the headship of
the German states.
The entrance of Austria into the
German imperial system would, ay-
cording to the Prussian view, tend to
revive the old antagonisms w hich had
COM(' to an end with the entire ex-
clusion of Austria from the Gertnin
councils. Furthermore, a strong Aus-
trian empire Was shown to be of ad-
vantage to Germany. because It was
friendly to th-e government of Em-
peror 11'illiani and a support to the
present equilibrium of Europe.
In addition to the foregoing rea-
sons embodied in an official expres-
sion there are two or three other
considerations why Germany should
not absorb Austria, which are regard-
ed as ideal to the German empire.
The process of German unification Is
not yet' so advanced that Austria
could he taken with 'safety into the
interests already firmly established
It is known also that the Hohen-
zollern dynasty influences are against
a course of action what might in-
crease the numbers and strength of
the Catholic party In Germany. This
party already is very powerful, com-
prising about. one-third of the total
population, and should Austria come
in with an immense addition of Cath-
olics it would rekindle religious con-
troversy and make the problems of
government more difficult.
In addition to all this the German
official -view is that the A-metro-Hun-
garian monarchy is not in the slight-
est danger of dissolution.
Mount Carmel, ill., Oct. 15.—After
adopting resolutions indorsing the an-
ti-saloon movements and urging a
closer observance of the Sabbath, the
central D11114)111 synod of the Evan-
gelical Lutheran church today clotted
its annual meeting,
Five thousand dollars was pledged
tc Carthage college, Carthage select-
ed as the next meeting place, and the
following officers elected: President,
the Rev. Ezra Keeler. ifilleborce nee.
retary, the Rev. J. H. Musselman.
Litchfield: treasurer, the Rev. J. M
Francis, D. D., Springfield.
The U'ottiahas'ailselenary societ,
elected the Inhowisite °Seers: 'Pres-
ident, Mrs. P. J. Alherthile, Nokomis:
treasurer, Mre Julia A. Breckenridge,
St. Louis, Mo.
FISCAL COURT MEETING.
Fit i al court' will meet in special
session tomorrow for the purpose of
opening bids for a steam heating and
lighting plant at the court house and
Jail, and receiving a report from a
committee appointed to settle with
Fairbanks-Morse & Company, of Lou-
isville, for water plant equipment at
the county poor farm. It Is under-
stood that the committee will report
favorable to a settlement for $400.
COUNTRY HOME BURNS.
Smithland, Ky., Oet. is. (Special.)
—When the family of Calvin Briekill,
of near luka. were awakened at art
early hoar this morning by the crack-
ling crf flames they found their home
all ablaze, and it was with difficulty
they all escaped. The house burned
down and the Inas was total. A de-
fective flue is twill veil to have been
the cause of the fire.
Lost Dog Recovered.
Mr. Richard 'feud) seuterday re-
covered his tine bud dog that was
stolen a year ago. The party stealing
the dog left it on a farm near Little
CUM'S. ,
' Thieves Get-Whesky.
Thieves broke into Nelison's saloote
407 South Third street teat night and
stole some whisky.
"it is one of dm
•Ilable ore) a of cure "
John King, M D , late of Cizt-
cinnati, the si MOM?' Lite-
Peeeetteite, t.;iveri it a preminenTlelace
ameng -medicinal agents, reiterates ell
the foregoing writers have said about
it. as does also Pra. John M. Scudder,
M. D., late of Cincinnati. Dr. Scudder
says: "It stimulates the digestive pro-
cesees and increases the assimilation of
food. By tliee means the blood is en-
rirhed. *4 * the censerment improve-
anent on the glandular and nervous sys-
tems are natural results." Dr. Scudder
'further says, "in relation to its general i
effect upon the eystem, there is no smile-
• eine in 14Se about which there is such
peaern7 unataimi of opinion. It is gni-
• 
 I
versa17.1 reran-Ica the tonic, useful
Iii all .e ,• * *
int4 t e Disco‘ery" as received t
eno,:rsenient oi the  reading medical
men I ,.i.r lanir7T-4  ettof f:ich article
ns„„. 1-,y,eve in fiP highest termer
WI  rethe.r med,cine put op for said
termigh Oruggem, cav show any suiTi
ge-ofe.,iyiesie/ embirsemt nt  7 For dyi-
spepeia„ liver trio-Riles, all.crronic cater -
r:m1 Mk-minim of whatever name or
nature, lingering coughs, bronehial,
throat and lung affections, the ^Dis-
covery" can be relied upon as a sover-
eign remedy.
A little book of extracts treating of
all the several ingrediralta entering info
Dr. Pierce' medicine's, being extracts
from standard medical works, of the
different schools of practice will be
mailed free to any one asking (by postal
card or letter), fir tIW same, addressed
to Dr. It. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., and
giving the writer's full post-office ad-
dress p/aiesly written.
Don't accept a substitute of unknown
composition for this non-secret M.LDI.
CTNIL XtiOWN composimmx.
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasenable.
poiweicateeiseerereregeerwreretd Mrs. Livingstone, the witty old
:negro, Rastus; and his wife, Aunt
Debbie; the unhappy, yet withal. boy-
ish ing John Graham and Anna, the
"•1,enn pretty sister of Caroline. sirs. Gra-
il , — Helen Grantley in , ham moves through the piece and so
seirefee -leonine in the ('ase."Idocs the village bumpkin, Joel Slo-
saturday—e land night) c.tiin. These cheracter sketches are
Porter J. White's "Faust." . capitally drawn and equally well
i portrayed and the play promises to
Lena Rivera. ; win even more success than did the
ebook. It has much to commend it.The drama; aittion of Mrs. Mary
Holmes' "Lena .Rivers." which has  ivasinuch as it is .cielto and whole-
tells a most interesting story,been finding to much favor, and 'mule,
hah is to be at The KentuckYI replete with bright lines and quaintseen 
tomorrow night, is said to be cleverly i 
sayings, and has a delightful and re-
arraneed Of course, Lena is the freshiull atmosphere.
(entrei figure, and around her are' •
grouped all of the characters of the A Great Story.
hook. There is d. Helen Grantly will he he attrac-
• S. • OF SCROFULA
Through the blood, diseases are carried from one generation to another.
Parents transmit them to their children, and so it goes on down the family
line fur years and years unless the taint is removed from the blood. Espe-
rially is this true of Scrofula, fur it is a disease that is "bred in the bone,"
and unless the blood is purified and every trace of the trouble removed the
miserable disease will finally undermine the entire health and wreak the
fife of its vittini. The esual symptoms of Scrofula are enlarged glands or
tumors about the neck, which often burst and become discharging ulcers,
weak eyes, Catarrh of the head and throat, skin diseases, etc. The trouble
being so firmly intreuched in the blood often attacks the bones, resulting in
'White Swelling, or hip disease, while a waxy, pallid appearance of the skin,
loss of strength and energy, and often lung affections, show that the disease '
Ls entirely destroying the bright red corpuscles and rich, nutritive qualities
of the blood. Scrofula being a constitutional disease, one affecting the
entire circulation, must he treated with a remedy that builds up and
Strengthens every part of the system, which has so long been denied the
strength and nourishment it should have received from the blood. S. S. S.
is the best of all blood purifiers and the greatest of all tonics, and is therefore
the ideal remedy for Scrofula. S. S. S. searches out and destroys all germs,
taints and poisons, gives strength. richness and vigor to the blood and cure!
Scrofula permanently. It so thoroughly removes the trouble from the 'blood
that no signs of it are ever seen again, and posterity is started out in life
with a . lean, pure blood supply, which is their rightful inheritance. S. S. S.
while tlieroufth. is rentle in its action, and the healing vegetable inerediees
wheii compoee it huild up every part of the system. Book on the blood
&NI medical advice free. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA,, GA.
_
eiveueui4iapa. Nichols. pretty and jealous Caroline,
1 
the old maid Nancy Scovendyke and
THEATRICAL NOTES I Durward Belmont, the 
handsome
oung southerner. Then there are
.he two arch-plotters. airs. Graham
AT THE KENTI rive.
Wedneeday—Beulah Poynter
A LAZY LIVER
May be only a tired liver, or a starved liver. It would be a stupid as
as savage thing to beat a weary or starved man because he lagged
in his work. So in treating the lagging, torpid liver it is a great
mistake to lash it with strong drastic drugs. A torpid liver is but an
indication of an ill-nourished, enfeebled body whose organs are weary
with over-work. Start with the stomach and allied organs of digestion
and nutrition. Put thetn in woi k nig order and see how quickly your
liver will become active. Dr. Pierce's Colden Medical Discovery has
made many marvelous cures of "liver complaint," or torpid liver,
by its wonderful control over the organs of digestiou and nutrition. It
restores the normal activity of the stomach, increases the secretions of
t'..e blood-making glands, cleanees the se stem of poisonous accumu-
lations, and so relieves the liver of the burdens imposed upon it by the
4kiection of other organs.
Symptoms. If you have bitter or
thbad taste in e morning, poor or ,an-
Bole appetite,coalisi t-ogoe, foul breath,
constipated or irri :ruler bowel-, •,e1
Weak, easily tired. di -eerelent, frequent
headaches, pain or detrees in
back," gnawing or distressed feeling in
stomach, perhaps nausea, bitter or sour
"Menem* in throat after eating, amid
ki eared ern torus of weak stomach
and torpid liver, or biliousness, no
medicine will relieve you more promptly
Er vire you more. permanently than
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
Perhaps only a part of the above gym p-
toms will be present at one time and
yet point to torpid liv, r, cr biliousness
and weak stomach. A void all hot bread
and biscuits, griddle cnkea and other
Indigestible food and take the "Golden
Medical Discovery" regularly and stick
to its um until you are vigorous and
tr rig.
Of''olden Seal root, which is one of
the prominent ingredients of "Golden
Idedical Discovery." Dr. Roberta Barth-
olow, of Jefferson Medical College, says:
"Very useful as e stomachic (stomach)
tonic and in atonic Mepepsia. Cures
gastric (stomach) catarrh and head-
aches aCC0111puliying harne."
Dr. Grover l'oe, of New York, says:
"Pliydraptis i”1,1en Seal root) exercises
an especial intlueoce over MUCOUS Plied
faces. Upon the liver it acts with equal them are happily mu harmoniouslycertainty. and efficacy. As a cholagogu: blended into a most perfect phar-(liver invigorator) it has feveequals. rnaceutical compound, now favorablyfrr. Coe also advises it for affections of known throughout most of the civilisedtee mideen and Rd/et alelenenal viscera conntriee of the world. Rear in mindgenerally. nd for scrofulous and liked- that each end every in t ular diseases, cutane, ruptions in-
digestion, debility, ea,
constipation, also in e aral affections
peculiar to weimen, • in all chronic
derangemems t liver, also for




Prof. Finley Ellingwood, M. D., Of
Bennett Medical Co:Lege, Chicago, says
of Golden be-al root: ^It is a roost
eeeeree remedy in catarrhal gastritia
(uitiananation ,,f the si..inach),ohronie
c, • 11.-niration, general debility, in eon-
eiMecence from protracted fevers, in
prostrating night-sweats. /t IA as ism-
pertesi t remedy in disorder.: of thenventb."
Des agent, Golden Seal root is an
important ingredient of La. Pierce's
Favorite Prescription for wom anal weak-
nesses, as yell as of the "Golden Med-
ical Dtscovilry.") Dr. Ellingwood con-
tinues, "in all catarrhal conditions it
Is uneisLo
Moab wire, did space permit, could
be quoted fretii pronlinedt authorities,
as to fin wonderful curative properties
possessed by Golden Seal root.
We want to assure the reader that
"Golden Medical Discovery" can be
relied upon to do all t,hat is claimed for
Golden Saab toot in the cure of all the
various diseases as set forth in the
above brief extracts, for its most
prominent and iruportant ingredient is
Golden Seal root. This agent is, how-
ever, strongly reinforced, and its cura-
tive action greatly 'enhanced by the
addition, in just the right proportion
of Queen's root, Same root, Black
Chenybark, Bloodroot, Mandrake root
and themically pure gyeerine. All of
IAMERICAMERMAN NATIONAL BANK1 
HE PADUCAH EVENING St1CW'
riots at The Keptricky on Thursday'
evelt411114411 the great. aiew York men-
satioe, 61'he Woman in the Cue." by
Clyde Mitch, author of "The Climb-
ers," "the Moth and the Flame". aid
numerous other well known plays.
The story of the play Is that of a
wife who must prove her husbana
Mkt/emit of a murder of which he beabeen wrongfully and vindictively A Bighly Recommended Pre -
etharged. There is but one way to at ription for Kidney andwring the truth from his accuser—a
woman of the town. To do this she
must win the woman's confidence,
PlaY neon her weakness, externally matism Which is Really Good
live her life; persuade her finally to
tell the tale that will prove the so-
called murder wits suicide. The wife
Is all resolute devotion; the other
wonaan all vindictiveness. There
are two acts of preparation. The
third shows alb two face to face. A well-known authority states that
They is a hint of the woman's re-,there are more cases of kidney trou-
puieloe toward al: that her effort'ibie here now than ever before, whilebrings upon her, another of the chierrecent reports *how that more peo-resolution that upbears her. Then
the last battle begins. The tide ebbs 
°pries 
kidney disease than any other
succumb each year to some form




learns that, but the truth she seeks
evades her. Then she begins to
pla) upon the weman's vindictfeeness,
lush by ineh they near the confes-,
muore or less than excessive uric acidsein. At last it comes. The wife.
lin the blood, which the sluggish. mac-
half e
springs upon her huelmnd's traducer,' .
ve itichieys have failed to sift out,In triumph, half In wild rellefi, 
in deformity; often reaching the 
,
ng it to decompose and settletefrom all that she has eudured. Therei eyi
is no sparing of what it le the feehieniceout the joints and muscles, causing
to call "unpleasant details." butl
intense suffering; frequently result-
these details serve to bring the spec-Iiu g
tator into closer touch wi)h living heart when death unsteis.
emotions in vital conflict. Of Miss Pains across the back, frequent!
pGrantly's acting it is declared that ainful and suppressed urination and
the has never shown such finesse.lothes symptoms of weak bladder are
pliancy, or even such intensity al-pidt the only signs of kidney trouble;
though for the latter she has always s many cases of stomach disease, head-
been justly famed, as she displays In ache, pain in the heart, inactive liver,
the role of Mrs. Rolfe, Miss Grantl y etc., are but symptoms; the cause of
will be supported by a splendid corn- ehich can bet traced to feeble, clogged
puny of prominent players. kidneyis.
The physicians for the Insurance
companies always carefully examine
and report on the condition of tile
urine. It Is a certain sign of sicknees
or health of the human hody.
A test of the urine ahouid be ramie
by every man and woman at leaet
once each year. A simple teat is to
void a small quantity of urine in a
bottle or glass and let it stand over
right; next morning. If thsee is a red-
dish brick-dust sediment, or white,
fleecy substance present, either con-
t.:nit some reputable physician or take
a good vegetable treatment. The fol-
lowing prescription Is recommended
highly in these cases, and If desirable
the sufferer can mix it at home. Any
good prescrlytion pharmacy has the
ingredient's, which are harmless and
inexpensive: Compound Kargon, one
mince; Fluid Extract Dandelion, one-
half bunce; Compoulad Syrup Sarsa-
to writhe and try to clasp the wan- parilia, three ounces.' Shake well
lerers in their horrible embrace. At and use in teaspoonful doses after
midnight a mighty tempest rises and each meal and at bedtime. Where any
the witches gather from far and near of the symptoms enumerated above
to their unholy festival. During the
truly horrifying scene that follows
idephisto shows Faust the never-fail-
ing "Punishment of EMI," and the
curtain falls with terror-stricken
Faust writhing in the Bell One's
grasp. A perfect storm of electric
are desiende, amid whlrh the imps
and witches are gen reveling in their
fiendish merriment. The production
will be seen at The Kentucky next
Sahirday ma,!ree and night.
Elaborate Production of "Faust."
In Mr. Porter J. White's "Faust"
the beginning of the fifth act shows
Faust and Mephisto totifuily climb-
ing the steep rocks and yawning
ehaems of the peak of the Brocken,
In the Hartz mountains, where, ac-
cordirg to the German legend, the
witches and warlocks meet on Wal-
purities night (the thirteenth of April)
to hold their iearly festivities. The
natht grows darker and darker; the
moon is in its Met quarter and gives
but little light. They climb higher
and higher: the trees and rocks and
distant cfiffs take on wondrously fan-
tastic shapes in the dim light of the
dying moon; only the hooting of the
owls and the far away cry of the
lonely night-hawk breaks the solemn
stillness: strange shapes crawl to and
fro, and weird snake-like forms seem
Bladder Troubles and Rheu-
Is HOME.
INJUNCTION
ISSUED BY ILLINOIS SUPRESIE
COURT TO FISH.
Several Companiem Stockholders 1111-
nois Central, Art' Restrained By
Order,
Chicago, Cfct. 15.—Judge Bel:. ofl
the supreme court, today issued an in-
Junction upon the application of
Si uyvesant Fish restraining the Union
Pacific Reilroad company, the Rail-
roads Securities company and the
Mutual Life Insurance company of
New York, from voting at least 286,-
731 shares of stock at the meeting
of the stockholders of the Illinois
Central Railroad company to be held
here Wednesday
HORRIBLE CRUELTY
CHARGED AGAINST FATHER OF
4-MONTHS-OLD CHILD.
Charles Reynolds, Colored, Under Ar-
rest, on Allegation of His
Neighbor.
Charles Reynolds, colored, residing
in the Clark's river section, Is in Jail
pending trial for cruelly abandoning
his 'four-months-old child. Josh
Stringer, colored, who resides near
Reynolds, alleges that tho latter
threw the child under his house, and
hearing cries he investigated and
rescued the baby. This was several
eeeks ago, and since that time
Stringer has been taring for the in-
fant. Reynolds claims that he could
not take care of the baby and gave it
to a colored woman, deryiug that he
threw it under Stringer's house to
Official Resigns,
New York, Oet. 15.—The resigns-
on of David B. Carte, of the advisory
eumittee of the 'United States Steel
,operation, was announced today.
. • 
The kvenI lee. aWINO*
When there is sickness examine the
untie. Rheumatism is only a symp-
tom of kidney trouble. It is nothing
are present, good results are sure to
follow immediately the use of this
simple preseription.
FOUR KILLED
AND ONE FATALLY INJURED IN
AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT.
Pottstown Exprese strikes Car at a
Grimier Cm/shag and None Era
capes Injury.
Pottstown, Pa., Oct. 15.--As a re-
sult of a grade crossing accident on
the Philadelphia and Reading railway
sonsI
at Keirn street here tonight, four per-
were killed and one probably
s
Melly injured, when an automobile
was run down by the Pottstown ex-
press. .The dead are Jacob Reese,
aged 55: Mrs, Jacob Reese, aged 48;
Mrs. Anthony W. Emeri, Jr.. aged 42;
Beira Enter', and one child of Mrs.
Emeri, Anthony W. Emeri, Jr.,
owner and driver of the ear, received
.nternal injuries.
Advertised goods are the hest—
that is why subetitutee are offered in
Mace of them. Insist on having the
best anti you will get it.
-31fitrried at Joppa.
Mr. Herbert Voight, of Paducah.
and Miss Cora WalbrIght; of loppa,
lli were married at Joppa Sunday
by Rev. Taylor. The groom is engi-
neer on the towboat Mary Michael,
and his bride is a popular and well
known young woman of Joppa. They







40 cod liver don't con-
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THE NEW WAY TO
TAX MORTGAGES
It will be interesting when a year
has rolled arouud to estimate the
aiiaotint of tax that has been oollected
In Kentucky by the state and by coon.
ties on real ,estate lien notes and
mortgage notes. This subject of mort-
gage taxation is one that Kentucky
should very carefully consider. In
most states It has been recogniami
that to tax mortgages is to impose
double taxation, since by the borrow-
ing of money up3n real estate no new
property has been created, but only
the same property twice. It has been
considered, however, that the state is
entitled to some revenue from this
source, and other states have solved
the problem by levying a regtstration
tax upon mortgages. Under this sys-
tem, when a mortgage is filed for rec-
ord it rays a tax of five dollars on
each thousand dollatle of the amount
secured by the mortgage. No subse-
quent tax is imposed and the entire
amount of the tax collected goes Into
the state treasury.
Where this system has been tried,
the result has been a considerable in-
crease in the revenue from taxation
of mortgages. The system which we
are trying in Kentucky, by which the
county clerk is required to make a
correct return to the ass'eusor of all
mortgages, gives very little chance
for any mortgages to escape taxation,
so that to adopt in Kentucky the sys•
tern of a registration tax on mort-
gages would not be productive of
more revenue, and might. possibly be
productive of less; but if is question-
able whether the slight additional rev-
cue* derived from these mortgages
Makes up for the injustice done to the
borrowers cif money. It is not conceiv-
able that a man will lend money at 5
or 6 per cent, and then pay from 2te
to 3 per cent in the way of tax, and
yet it would amount to this in very
many of our Kentucky cities anti
towns. Rather than do so, since he
can not now, under the lavv.avoid dis-
closing his possession of the mort-
gage, the lender will simply retire
from the money lending market.
These restrictions curtail the. amount)
of money that will be loaned on mort-
gages and result in a hardship to bor
rewers. It should be remembered,
also, that the barrowers affected In
this case are of the very best class-
'farmers who need to mice money on
their farms; men of small means who
desire to borrow money to he
homes, as well as men who plc
real estate to aid them in extensive
building or industrial operations. TI)P
pgssibility of borrowing the money
they need from private sources has
always been of great advantage to
people of these classes, especially in
small towns and cities where there
;ire not so many trust companies malt-
ing loans. The leader might stand
the burden of the tax if he were al-
loweil to add that amount to his rate
of interept, but be is headed off in
teat direction by the usury laws. In
many calis he takes chances on tilt:.
point and by various devices will con-
trive to collecte,from the borrower
some extra premlem by way of offset
to the tax he must pay on the mo •
gage. In tide way the burden fa'
dircet on the borrower and must hi-
erliably tend to increase the interest
rate on mortgage loans.
That a tax on mortgages iloes
increase the interest rate on mere
gage loans has been clearly proved by
the experience of New York.
It Is not to be supatmed that there
will be any opposition to the tax on
mortgagegeon the part of corporations
which have money to lend, since, by
SecretA„.„ „,„,
flab Rom Skew this Sown. Men- 't-
lasttbaristher.
L'- 
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*screams es-hefty of glutei*.
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Burt 4 Nicolai Offer
Miss Beulah Poynter
Ii Her Own Dramatization of
LENA I
I IT'S A HIT
Oistisctinly a Cumin Play
By a Coate fir Comte.
I RIVERS
By Mary J. Holmes,
The writer with over 5,00),000 reeders.
Seats on Sale Titesday,





Waganhals 4 Kemper Present
The Beautiful American Actress
HELEN
ff'ANPY
In Clyde Fitch's Greatest play
The Woman in the Case
II-Ater than the "Lion and the Muss,''
brighter than the "Man of the !bur,"
stronger than "Sherlock Holmes."








A splendid scenic revival of a great
play—a play that will last as long as
the stage lasts--carrying till special
scenery ancVelectrical effects.
Prices—Matinee, 25e, 50c; night,
25e, 35c, 50e, 75c and $1.00.
Seats on sale Friday.
111111wOralti1111116111111111111111111111111111L. 
Hosiery Mill Help Wanted
Owing to the fact that we fire installing a large additional
amount of new machinery, we have several good jobs to offer
experienced transfer knitters on children's hose and halt hose.
Also loopers on both coarse and fine work.
We pay the highest wages of any knitting mill in the south,
and many of our bands earn from $10 to $12 per week. This
mill is modern in every respect. For further information ad-
dress Henry Sprang, manager ot the Topsy Hosiery Mills,
Columbus, Ga. We will not advance transportation.
udLaffiNS.  'IMMIM1111111111111•1111111111111111101111
, cent, and the study of English fell
loff, while there was a marked in-
krease of German students. In 19-0l
statistics show that the German Ian-
law, banks and trust companies are guage has lost in favor and it has
gage loans. 
specificallyu t anyta b er 
dislikes 
otaxed gone back to seventh place. Englishg
has not retrograded and hes thirty
see anything done that restricts the students In the "gnat" clasi to thir-
amount of available capital in the
state, for such restriction of available
capital means restriction of busi-
ness, restriction of all forms
of progress that make the state
more prosperous. Experience has, up
to this time, demonstrated that the
only beneficiaries of the attempt to
rigidly tax mortgages are the foreign
insurance companies, which come into
the state and lend their money and,
being resident in other states, do not
have to pay a tax on their mortgagee.
The same registratidh tax where it
I as been adopted is applied to, the
mortgages filed by railroad and other
corporations This is proving a more
et/Melee:way of taxing bonds than to
take the chance of Individual holder
being willing to give them in for trx-
ation, which they generally fail to do,
In view of the fact that the bonds
rat ely pay irpore than 5 to 10 per cent,
d three-fifths to three-fourths of
this would have to he given up to the
tax gatherer if the bonds are listed
with the assessor. And men will not
smilingly submit to confiscation.
The subject of taxing credits is one
of the most difficult in the realm 'if
taxation, and It is a field where mis-
takes are most costly, because it is
the taxation of this form of property
that drives capital from the com-
munity, and to drive capital from the
community means ure•curtailment et
all the enterprises that build up. the
rommainity and add to its population
and to the value of its real estate.
Languages in Japan Schools.
A letter from Japan, published in
Berlin, says that the study of the Ger-
man lauguage in Japan has fallen off
in the lest few years. At the close
of the school term of 1900 in Tokio
the department of examinations rim-
ported that the following languages
had been studiet in the schools: Eng-
lish, Chinese, German and Russian
French, Korean and Spanish had been
neglected. In 1'h04 the number of
students of Masse increased 1.1Y0 per
teen who study German. "Young
men who are being educated for busi-
ness careers," says the writer, "do
not study German. but R. is still popu-
lar with those who are in the scien-
tific circles."
Handsome customer (in art store)
—"I'd ' ee to get something that
'would make a suitable present for a
young man." Salesman—"If you',I
pardon the suggestion, I think a nice-
ly framed portrait of yourself would
—" Handsome customer —"0, he
wouldn't care for that. He's my
husband, you know."—Chicago Tri-
bune.
PILES CURED IN 8 TO 14 DAYS,
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to
cure any case of Itching,Blind, Bleed-
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14
days or money refunded. 50c.
Goethe was 82 when he completed
"Faust " Who said "Too old at 40?"
Only One "BROM° QUININE," that is
Curve e Cold in One Da- GA: in 2 Days 'kW "'d.-3neejleedm.lici• 25c
Laxative Brorno ouinhte 6.01 on every
I THURSDAY OCT. 17
Wagenhals 6 Kemper
Present .







In Clyde Fitch's Greatest Play
THE WOMAN IN THE CASE
Direct from its four months' run at the Herald
Square Theater, New York.
Better than "The Lion and the Mouse," brighter than "The
Man of the Hour," stronger than Sherlock Holmes,
Seat OA Wedtetdayr Prices $1,50„$1, 75c, 50c, 35c, 7t`c
t.
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—the Pictorial Review free for one
year with each cash purchase of $5 or
over. —remember, it's the bert
magazine for e-..7114.-1 published. —this
free offer i :or ti hulked time only.
— remarkable price con-
cessions on our new fall
dress goods
--here's your chance---dress
goods at great savings---and
the best of quality, too---new
goods---new styles.
-heavy all yvool plaids .
—a limited quantity, ttie best value in the
country at 65e; very special price, 35cper yard.
— 54 inch fancy weaves,
all wool, beautiful quality, the right thing
for that Oylish fall &cis or coat, the regu-
lar price is $1.25; we clean up the inn
lot at. JUlt. •
- lot of novelty dress
goods, 44 and 4S inches wide, the new
checks and stripes, all colors—cannot be
bought anywhere for less than $2.50 per
yard; the supply is limited, but what there
is will go at the ridiculously low 98cprice of.
•
—.large lot of 54 in. plaids
will make beautiful dress or coat suit, very
seasonable and stylish; the regular pri..e
is r2 00, but our special price
IS S1,25
—at these prices these goods should
not last two hours. —be on hand
early—every one will receive the
. same attention.
—phone orders will not be ac-
cepted.




DISTINCTION IN STYLE. -
--A-stupenduous sale of winter coats
we've hit it lucky bought the entire stock of a large eastern coat manu-
facturer who, after filling the season's orders, closed out his remaining stock
of high grade coats at less than what it cost him to make them. you
reap the benefit of (gar shrewd buying you get your winter coat at less
money than you expected you get a better coat--a more stylish gar-
ment- a newer model by buying during this sale.
: -
----the coats are all of the correct styles the highest quatity which the
Guthrie store always demands.
here are only a few of the many interesting bargains, but printers' ink
cannot show you the quality and style, so come at once. they should
not last two hours.
—75 all woOl kersey coats, man
tailored, trimmed with silk braid, new and st)lish ef-
fects; regrilsr ietail price *12 50; your choice
at
100 all wool broadcloth coats,
self trimmed, man tailored, 52 in. long, a distinctive
style; regular retail price $16; the mauulae- .S1
turer loses and you get the cipat for   I LeiJU
--50 black kersey coats, 52 in.
long, mercerized lined yoke, trimmed with silk braid; a
very handsome 1'oat, the regular $16 coat; el350 -now you share our luck and, get it for._...A.1 .
—65 broadcloth coats;satin lined
throughout, trimmed in silk full braid, in black and the
pew brown shades—a handsome coat for street and
evening wear. —the manufacturer made it el 97;
to sell for 535, but you'll find it here for 1I 4.!.
--100 new caraca1 jackets, new
things, very popular, and the prices are below those
found elsewhere—from  .$15 to $30 •
I
100 misses' coats, all colors
and mixtures, nicely trimmed, well 1,..:ade, in sizes 10 to
14 years—the regular retail price $3.50. we
can sell them for. e
125 misses' coats, all colors,
sizPs 12 to 16 years; a garnfent that i well made,
beautifully lined and trimmed; made to sell for 17 ete
by buying at Guthrie's you get it
for 84,98
—misses' kersey coats, all colors
elegantly trimmed with silk braid and covered buttons—
a garment that will wear and always look dressy; menu-
leaacettured to sell for c9,50; during this bargainf $1 50
50 misses' crush plush coats,
all colors, a beautiful garment; very stylish and dressy;
the manufacturer hated to let them go at such e7 En
a low figure, but we offer them
35 children's crushed plush
coats in red, blue, brown, grey and white, excellent
quality; the most popular coat of the seaman for chil-
dren; the low price we offer them to you
for S2,98
• MURDER IN FIRST
DEGREE CHARGED
Prosecution Will Demand
Lite of Fred Magill
Damaging Test iniony of Friends of
Family, Will Be Adduced at
Trial.
1
THE HAND WRITING IDENTIFIED.
Decatur, Ill., Oct. 15.—The prose-
cution will end its testimony against
Fred Magill, the frmer Clinton bank-
er, and his wife, Fay, charged with
the murder of Mrs. Pet Magill, to-
night.
"We will snow the character of Ma-
gill and establish his guilt beyond any
ecasonable doubt," say the state's
attorneys.
It La generally believed the state
Will consent to an acquittal for Far
Magi] and that a i'erdict of murder in
the second degree will be asked for
Fred Magill. The attorneys however
deny this. They say they will demand
the death penalty for Magill and a
lighter sentence for his wife.
Postmaster- Frand Davidson. of
Clinton, an intimate friend of the Ma-
gill family and a member of the cote
oner's jury, will be a witness. He
will tell of Magill's nervousness on
the morning after his wife's death.
When the question of an inquest
arose Magill is alleged to have ex-
EDUCATION
claimed to Davidson: .t..ND HIGHER PAY FOR MINIS-
"Why is an inquest wanted? Peo- 'MRS INTEREST SYNOD.
Pae don't think I killed her, do they?"
Miss Ida Grandy. sister of Mrs. Pet
the Magill, whose home is at Dayton.
Ohio, will be here to testify as to the
genuineness of the lettere Under the
(
laws of Illinois there can be no ex-
pert witnesses on hand writing. Onlyj
those familiar with the penmanship!
Of writers are competent to pass up-.
on the reliability of chirography. Mrs.'
Magill's former cortespoudenta will
pass on the letters.
Warren Houghton, of Denver, and
Benjamin Silverman, of Colorado
Springs have affreed.
s It is said Houghton is in posses-
sion of letters written by Fay Graham
and that these documents will throw
light on the motive .for the death of
Mrs. Magill. W'hat Silverman will
swear to is not revealed.
OKLAHOMA JOINS DRY RANKS;
625 SALOONS TO BE CLOSED.
Guthrie. Okla., Oce. 15.—,Six hun-
dred and twenty-the saloons will re1
out of business when the new state
government becomes effective. ' The
sanvass of the election returns shows
that state wide prohibition carried by
a majortty of More than 18.440.
There is only one brewery in Okla-
homa, and it will quit business at the







Kentucky Preebyteriane Hold Imio-
ant at Midway, Begin-
ning Table.
Elder J. M. Brunson. of. the First
Presbyterian church, went to Midway
today to attend the Kentucky synod.
A Louisville paper says:
"Present indicatiops are that Louis
tittle or its vicinity will be made the
seat of the educational institution'for
girls, which is ttl besestablished by
the Southern Presbyterhtn church, in
lieu of the Woman's college, which
was to have been established at Dan-
ville, as the. joint college of the north-
ern and southern Presbeterians in
this state. The plan for this joins
act:on fell through some time ago,
and since then merlibers of the south-
ern synod's committee have been
looking about for a suitable institu-
tion to make a nucleus for the college
which it has been determined to es-
tablish.
A.ccording to members of the
committee Beilewood Seminary, at
Anchorage. is the institution which
Most of them favor.
"The matter of education will be
discussed at a meeting of the Ken-
A difference of opinion exists as tucky synod. The retiring moderator
to the exact time when the saloons will open the sess:on with a sermon,
must close. It has been conteaded after which a new moderator will be
t aw a part of tier eonstitution pro elected. man) questions of 'Import'
hibition becomes effective immediate- ance wili be considered.
ly when' the president Issues his proc- efegie pay for preactt,re will
imitation admitting the state into the
Union.
The prohibitionists believe they
have discovered a joker in the pro-
hibitory provision of the constitution,
as it does ndt prohibit the shipping of
Intoxicating liquors into the eastern
or Indian territory, half of the state
but leaves the enfor-ement of the thy
M11, entirety with the various county
attorneys. In several of the larger,
Indian territory cities several saloons
will be started the next day after
. President Roosevelt's preiclamallos is
Per male red guaranteed by tssalist. (repenting upon the comfy
THERsoN , attorney to be a friend rather than
•
sea
inimical to their business,
PISO'S CURE
Save the Lands
from the dreadful ravages
of consumption by conng
the bad ‘-ough or cold be-
fore it is too late.
Cure speedily stops coughs
lUtli relieves throat and
lung troubles. Absolutely
free from objectionable and
harmful Ingredients. and
agrees:Ode to the taste..
All druggists, 25 cents.
likely prove a topic of interest. This'
wi:1 come up in connection with tti .
”nod's evangelistic work as it Is said
that many of the mountain preachers ,
are receiving pay not in proportion
to their labors."
ORCHESTRA






C. R. Pile, 70 years old and a prom-
inent citizen of Arlington, died Sat-
urday after an illness extending
through several weeks. Mr. Pile was
the step-father of Mrs. O. M. Merritt,
of Mayfield. The burial, took place
at Milburn Supday.
An infant, child of Arthur Broach
died Sunday night. The burial took
place in Weakly county, Tenn.
Frank Parham, of Paducah, is the
guest of Mrs. K. P. Hall and Charles
Parham.
Mrs. Mollie Fletcluir, of Indian
Mound, Tenn., is visiting John Flood
and faintly.
Lula, daughter of George Yates, of
South Tenth street, is seriously ill of
typhoid fever.
Mrs. Emma Fowler, of Ada, I. T.,
13 visiting the family of P. M. Cope-
land. -
Mrs. I. B. Coulter and family left
last night for San Angelo, Texas, to
spend the winter, returning next
June.
Narrow Escape From Asphyxiation.
San Francisco, Oct. 15.—J. D.
Sprecklee, Jr., son of John D.
Spreckles. had a narrow escape from
asphyxiation at hi3 home last night.
Relieve Talent Equal to
of Last Year Is Avail.
• able.
Semi-monthly concerti so popular
In the High &hoots last year, will I.
resumed this year.ithe faculty de
ing On organization of the High
school orchestra. Organization will
be effected this week,-and Friday the
first musical program will be render-
ed. Mr. Clark Bondurant, first violin
who Jed last year, will lead Friday
for he one concert. Mr. Bondurant
graduated last year, but on request
of the faculty agreed to play the one
time.
With the material in Mo. High
school. teachers believe that they can
organize as good an orchestra as that
of last year. Following are the pu-
pils who will doubtless CO11111(740 the
orchestra: Miss May Bonds, piano:
George Ilawleigh. first violin: Bert
ram Brown. clarionet; Robert Bondu-
VONSPICUOI'S IN A BALLROOM.
Flakes of Dandruff on the Collar and
Shoulders of a Gentleman in
Full` Drees.
This Is the thing you quite fre-
quently see in the ballroom—a man's
The man was taking his bath and was
Oa lack dress-coat 1 I t erally eav-es-edovercome -by eseaptnfe gas from the
heater in the bath room. His pro-
with dandruff.
ek
longed stay In the bath room alarmed 
It must be annoyi to the wearer,
members of his family who broke and certainly not a pleasant thing to
open the door and found him unconobserve. But dandruff can be eradii-1
cated. It is a germ disease that will
some day Cause baldness.
Newbro's Plerpicide kills the hair-
destroying germ, and stimulates the
hair to a rich, abundant growth; it
does more--keeps the hair soft and
provements for Caldwell park. Plans Pliant.
and specifications are at Lassiter'a, Furthermore, Herpleide is a most
office. pleasant toilet accessory; of pleasing
BOARD PARK COMMISSIONERS, odor, and cooling to the scalp.
Sold by leid.ing druggists. Two
siees, 50c apd $1, Send Sec in
stamen; for !temple to The Herpleide




Bids wit: he received on October
25th. at the office of.A. L. Lassiter,
for sidewalks gutter and et& im-
--A good many peeler are not get-
ting full rental value out of Property
or et-ionise—end littme people need the
ihegp of the want ads,
-that underwear
Is here awaiting your call. --we can save
you mu: ey on it- give you better quail-
derwear tere—wan, wounte or child.
  31W/111
ties for less money—because we bought
before the prices advanied. —everz
perste] In Padu shoial I by their un-
rant, cornet, and Stewart Bonds, tan Elevated crashed into the rear of
trombone. a South Side Elevated train at
The senior class has ordered its 
' 
torium. It will be of silk in olive, 
land Van Buren street. The
'OS pennant to be hung in the audi-
green and gold. 
and the passengers were entering and
Side train has stopped at the at..
leaving the train whet] teh Metropoli-
tan train came up from the rear and
Elevated Trains Crash in Chicago crashed into the last car of the South






them ,7e-oustv. was stove In and all the windows were
For GOOD SHOES
Come Here
THERE isn't a shoe in our stock that weare ashamed of or afraid won't give good
servie.e. We pride ourselves that we have
never allowed a "dishonest" shoe to enter our
stock. Ours are dependable shoes, made en-
tirely of genuine leather and the best of find-
ings. As for the styles, they are strictly "up
to snuff."
Men's Shoes, $1.50 to $6.00
Ladies Shoes, $1.00 to 55.00
Children's Shoes, 50c to $2.50
Look in our windows and see what a real leather
shoe looks like'.
LENDLER LYDON
309 Broadway. Phones 675
We Carry the Union Store Card '
[1!
11
Z I  PAJETO . General Itausau
Metered at the postollice at Padandt,




arrival. week ..,,, .11
mail. month In advent:ie... 16
small year. In advance ...U.S.
ME WEEKLY SLI4
Iles year, by mall, postage paid ji NO
AWas THE SUN. Paducah. K.
olline. Its south Third Pane III
Payne A Young. Chicago awl New
lark reoressntstIves
THE SUN can be found at tbe follow-
ing places:









3 3897 16 3910
II 3908 17 8895
4 3874 18 3893
5 3880 19 3895
6 31599 20 3905
7 3922 21 3898
9 3913 23 3900
10 3902 24 3907
11 3895 25 3902
13 3901 26 3900
13 3e17 27 8900
14 3932 28 3899
30 3889....
Total  97.54!
Average for September, 1907..3.902
Average for September, 1906...3.939
Personally appeared before me. this
October 1, 1907, R. D. MacMlllefl.
business manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the c -culation of The Sun for the
month of September, 1907. is true to
the best of his knowledge and belief.
PETER PURYEAR Notary Public.
My commission ezp.res January 22,
1908
Daily Thought.
Good manners are made up of petty
sacriMe- -Emerson.
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
For Governor—Augustus I? Will-
son, of Louisville.
For Lieutenant Cloven
Cox. of Mason county.
For Attorney General James
Breathitt. of Christian ((runt)
For Auditor—Frank P James, of
Mercer county
For Treasurer—Capt Edwin Far-
ley. of McCracken county
For Secretary of State--Dr Ben
For Superintendent of Public In-
structIon—J S. Crabbe. of Boyd
County.
For Commissioner of Agriculture




mint PArireAll _14-1:ya_siNC1 .0177Nt TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13.
sw. Ialso learned on good authority that!..A3t Cabucab Su.n ithese demands will be made or have..eTENr400114 AND WEEKLY ialread) been made upon Mr. Smith. +
the Republican tenuluee tor mayor
THE SUN PUBLIStliElLO. :and that the negroes are smart . i •,sit CoitroftelrleD enough to request that all promises CHARGED WITH DISCRINIINATION Nin,'a' Oct' 15.—°"1" interest is A EMSSBLY WILL VONVENE ONIr II rItitin.K. Presiti et. .be made in writing. and that but a + Bit COAL MEN shows in the opening of the tirat .VIRRIVAL OF SECRETARY TAM
PHILIPPINE ASSKIIRLI TO IfEET.
Address. Will laitile•tice Future
.Actien On leelitical eenestiens.
1short while since an attempt was
made by certain Republican leaders
Ito make terms with a certain Demo-
cratic nominee, which. If successful,
!would have meant that the Republi-
can nominee for the same office would
have been deserted."
We have no doubt that the News-
Democrat is in close (*Weil with well:
known local politicians who "fre-
quent Degro dives," for the way E.
JW, Bagby ran behind for police judge'
in certain precin-ts Last fall indicates'
all too clearly bow 4ffective is thei
IDemocratic organization in handling
the "dive" vote.
In all seriousness The Sun is glad
;the News Democrat. if Its purpose
'eventually was to depart from the
pathway of decency and tr-th in this
campaign, stated that old fake about
!race issues so early, in order that in-
dependent voters, who might be
ifrightened by the Imposture at first,
lmay have time to get o‘er their.;
I
fright.
There Is no one attempting tol
' 
raise any race issue, but the News-!
Democrat, and that sheet has been
endeavoring throfigh its news col-,
umns and editorials for months to
stir up rare hatred and strife, jeopar ;
dixing the lives of our women andI
children, as did the late lamented At!
lanta News, for the sake of whatever
temporary political advantage might,
be gained.
The time for such methods is past.
Its course is indecent, unpatriotic
unprofessional and devoid of honor
and truth.
The Sun has no doubt that the Det-
er element of colored voters will
,support the Republican ticket this
fall, just as we are certain the lade-
'pendent white voters, who have a
sincere regard for the value of the
franchise, wi,1 support A. E. Willson
and James P. Smith and their asso-
ciates on the ticket. It scarcely
could be otherwise, unless the little
gang of office hungry fellows, who
'consider themselves the nucleus
,around which the Democratic party
;is organized, succeed in creating a
,bogus issue, as they are now trying
to do.
, The statement that James P. Smith
lbas been approached by any coloredvoter with the demand that official!recognition be accorded him or any-
body else in return for the vote of
the race, Is an absolute Ile, and we
re confident the lie was concocted,
as the News-Democrat says, by a
"well-known politician, who fme
quents negro dives."
•
Sheriff Scott Bullitt, of Jefferson
'county, did not injure kOra raring
when he threatened to stop jamb-
:ling at Churchill Downs, nor did Sher-
iff Burnt; put an end to the fall race
'meet. The meet was voluntarily
called off by former Mayor C4aries
Grainger and his associates. because
Sheriff Rollin stopped the gambling
The action of the Jockey club was an
,admission that gambling was an es-
,sential element in their rare. an un-
For Clerk of Court of Appeals-- fortunate conditior indeed, but not
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county one for ehich Sheriff Bullet was to
For Gegtslature--George 0 Mc- Wane.. lie had the law to enforce.
Broom.
Mayor  James P. Smith, AN INIQUITY.
City Attorney .... Arthur Y. Martin i The last legislature by a wrict
City Treasurer  John J. Dorian
City Clerk  George Lehnhard
City Jailer  George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor.... Harlan Griffith
•Idermen—T. C. Leech Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oehlschlaeger, Jr., C
H. Chamblin, W. T. Kilter.
Councilmen— Second ward. A. IL
Young: Third ward. C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward, F. S. Johnston:
Fifth ward, Frank Mayer; Sixth
ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees—First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills:
Third ward, H. S. Wells and
J. IF Garrison: Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. 0. Kelly;
Fifth ward, I. 0. Walker; Sixth
ward, J. C. Farley and Ed Morris.
"Cp and at 'cm, boys! We-got theta
on-the run." says the Kentucky State
Journal.
We all are familiar with the stole
of the bear hunter, who was clouted.
borne by a grizzly, and who. as the
old farm house loomed into sight,;
shouted to his sone: "Open the barn
door, boys. I am bringing one home
If as many thousand must to be
deducted from Henry Hines' estimate
of liager's majority in other districts.
In order to arrive at an approxima-
tion of the result of the November
election, as must be deeucted from
the estimated 12,004 in the First die-
trice the indications corroborate
Chairman Albert Scott's claim of a
Willion victory.
CONSIDER THE SOURCE.
It was scarcely necessary for the
News-Democrat to dineuss the
source of its information and we were
Prepared when it announced by way
of introdnetion that -a well krown
local POLITICIAN. who has kept
pretty thoroughly In toitch with the
movementa of the Republicans of
the outlying districts and WHO HAS
FREQUENTED WITHIN THE LAST
FEW DAYS THE NEGRO DIVES
AMID $17BUIRFIAN SALOONS, remark-
ed last night:
"Colored 'Repithlicang_  •111_ insist
upon in the matter of appointmenta,
stitch positions as on the police force,
In the fire department, street depart-
tient and other departments. It is
party vote passed the proposal of an
atnendmeut to the constitution, pro-
ding that no one ARA vote, who
owes one cent on his state, county or
city taxes for the pre eding year. The
amendment is submitted to voters
this year, but the Democratic spell-
binders are keeping mighty mum
anents its virtues. The amendment
provides practically a property qual-
ification for voting and is a fellow to
,the primary election, which costs
cand Ida t es for state nominations!
thousands of dollars and prohibits
I poor men from entering the contest,
unless backed by some interest with
sufficient funds to pay their share of
The primary election expenses.
This I. not a prejudiced partisan
view of the amendment. Listen to the'
words of the Democratic Mayfield
Messenger;
'"None of our political speakers
who. have visited Mayfield have ex-
Pressed themselves on the constitu-
tional amendment that is to be voted
on next month. This Is a question
that should engage the attention of
every voter in Kentucky. All such
amendments ought to be relegated
to the past. Kentucky is not yet ex-
actly ready to eo fix her constitution
as to allow the iron heel of oppree
sten to destroy the suffrages of the
southern wher so as to kevent him
from voting because of poverty.-
SOUTHERN
Philippine assembly., which will take
'piaci this week, and the arrival of
;Secretary Taft, which climes at an
Is Euabled to Fix and Dictate Rates+opportune Urne in the inauguration
and Pricee and Act Arbitrarily. of Philippine home rule. At a cau-
cus a motion to have the assembly
proceedings opened with prayer was
defeated by one vote. The action ofW'ashingren, Oct. 15.—The Miners- the assembly on questions relating toville Coal • ompany, the Tennessee the political future of the Philip-Coe romps ie and the Royal Coal and keIs expected to be determinedCoke company, ail of Knoxville, Tense, largely by the opinion expressed byhave filed a complaint with the inter-
state commerce commission against
i
:the session.
e Southern railroad, charging that
The course of legislative action willit mactices discrimination in the al-idepend mainly on the result of theIcemen( of ars to them. The com-
plaints recite that the railroad has r I thenational party.certain "preferential cars," "railwayl t ° ° 
fuel cars" and "arbitrary cars" which! 
The indications are that Manuel
It does not count in the allotment of 
Quezon win be the successful candi-
scars tie the various nines, and that 
date for speaker. He i believed to
this works a hardship on them7They 
be favorably regarded at Washington
and his election gives assurance thatassert that where there are two'
mines, one in favor of the 
railroadno resolution for the independence.
of the Philippine's will be consideredand the other not, the railroad will
claim that there are, out of a hun-
ARMY Or CUMBERLAND.dred cars, fifty that are "preferential"i
or to be "loaded with fuel for the.
railroad." This leaves only fifty car, %nitwit Reunion Being Held at Mat-
ainiooga,to be ratably apportioned, and the
next result is that one company gets!
seventy-livecirs and the other twent) Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 15.—The
five out of the hundred. guard of veteranø who will
The complainants state that be lettere:I the reunion of the Army of the
bereason of this discrimination the.Cum rland began to arrive in the
:city today, and the -Ant members ofSouthern has been able for more than
Wilder's brigade came in last night.a year past to fix, dictate and main-,
tale a rate of $1.10 per ton on alli The Society of the Army of the
coal•purchased from mines on italCumberland will meet In the conven-
tion ballet the Read House Wednee-Knoiteelle division, whereas the corn-.
day morning at 10 o'clock, with Gen-
commercial 
coal sells for more in the
markets. They ask forkeatea P. Thurston, president of the
damages ranging from $50,000 to emeety in the chair. The morning ses-
sion and the afternoon session at 3
'o'clock will be given to the regular
,business of the society. At 7:e.) that
inight the annual oration will be de-
Fire at Pencoyd Iron Works of the livered by Col. H. H. Fitch. On
American Bridge Company. hursday morning the soldiers will
tptelathe ptea. re_pirt, visit the battlefield of _Chickamauka
today at th!• Pencoyd Iron Works of That night the animal banquet will
the American Bridge company on the take place at the eRad House.
outskirts of this city, caused damage A feature of the meeting will be
to the extent of about $300,000. The the preemie of Siaji-Gen. 0. 0. How-
Carpenter shop, lumber storehouse, &rd, the only surviving corps com-
erecting shop and two dwellings were mander of the army.
dertillyed, includ:ng some important - - -
_ -, A CRIPPLED MAN.
"L. K. Taylor. the crippled Iswyer
who formerly took an active Part in
the politic, of this district as a popn
list, moved from Paducah to Okla-
homa last year and he landed in the
state senate in the recent election
there. He will represent the Chi-
eaxha district." 'says the Mayileid.Bes-
senger.
"We protest While Mr. Ta-lor Is
afflicted with the loss of one leg, h.
Is not a crippled lawyer."—Calvert
City Times.
British Naval Spire.
Berlin. Oct. 45.--The correepon.1-
emit of The Tageblatt at Emden, fel,
graphs that according to a dIspato,
ree4ived from Horkum ft spying yacht
with English naval officers on board
has been captured by two Wilhelme-
nayen torpedo boats. The officers are
suspected of having taken ananditte





Plans and models. The origin of the
flee is not known, but is believed to
have been started by tramps who
were spending the night In a freight
car near the carpenter shop.
ports say John Mie hell, president of
the United Mine Workers, who under-
went an operation yesterday for ap-
pendicitis, is geting along • nicely.
There is every indication of recov-
ery.
Notice!
All towboats landing at the Pada- than the levente tooter foe the yacht
cab Wharfboat company's wharfboat race for the American cup it is cat-
taill he charged two (12.00) dollars restated that It will cost 1,2.1i1.00p
for each and every land.ng. Time not kronor, instead of '500,000 kronor
to exceed two hours for each landing. which Messrs. Kyhlberger and Olsaon
James Koger, Pres. originally estimated.
JAMES ROGER, Pres. Mr. 0115g011 is drawing up is sub-
D. M STREET, Sec. scription proposition appealing to
Swedes, not only here, but also to
WIII Recover, those who have become sell-to-do in
LaSalle, Ill., Oct. 15.—Hospital re- the United States to put tip their
cash to help Sweden's sporting effort
Mr. Olseon aceordinkly asks the
Swedish newspapers throughout the
111E1.1', OF ALL SWEDES IS .lsKED.
---
Solceeriptioera to Build Challenger is
Solicited in America...
Stockholm, Oct. 15 —Should the
Americans insist on a larger eraft
PHILIPPINE
Action of Assembly on elatterv Affect-
ing Political Future of Art•W-
pelago.
Manilla, Oct. 15.—Great interest is
shown :ft the opening of the first
Phi:Opine assembly, which will take
plaee this week, and the arrival of
Secretary Taft, which comes at an
opportune time in the inauguration
of Philippine home rue. Already the
contending political factions are
showing great activity and at tht
Caucus recently held the first brush
occurred over a motion to have the
assembly proceedings opened wiTh
prayer. This was defeated by one
vote, on the broad ground that affairs
of church and state should be kept
distant. The caucus was attended by
forty-elgtt delegates.
The action of the assembly on
questions relating to the political fu-
ture of the Philippines is expected te,
be determined largely by the opinion
expressed be Secretary Taft In his
address opening the session. This Is
the view held by leilipines as well a -
Americans. The latter are genera
in favor of a speeltic annouge.
on Philippine. policy. The court-,
legislative action will depend mint
on the result of the fight of H.
domez radicals for control of the n.
t tonal assembly. The nation
when united eaprcise controllirei
fluences, but their internal divisioe
give the progressive independents 11,
balance of power. It Is not likely th:.+
party spirit will play much part :•
the assembly's affairs owing to re
'renal differences within the re,
Guerrero, one of the native leaf.'
of Manila, backs Gomez in his pron
:se to secure the repeal of the "Flu.
Sedition" laws. If this repeal is cei•
reed through other radical mei,
probably will follow. Tbe cons, .
tive element declares against any ex-
treme legislation and the better class
of politicians favor an ultra conserva-
tive course. The attorney-general
and the ottials of the Philippine
commission expect that the chief ac-
tivities of the assembly will be de-
voted to the enactment of legislation
fol.. the 'general improvement of the
islands.
The indications are that Manuel
Quezon will be the successful candi-
date for speaker. He is believed to
be-favorablly regarded at W'sahing-
ton and his election gives assurance
that no resolution of the independ-
ence of the Philipp.nes will be consid-
ered. Quezon is one Of the two dele-
gates from Tayabas. He is a lawyer
and in the last insurrection was a
major in the Filipino army.
$000011







are eceady for you to choose from in
both fashions and fabries. We
have an exclusive and handsome
assortment of leoth imported and
domestic frahrics for your selection,
which we will fit to your figure as
only an artistic tailor can, and will
finish in the best style of the an
Now is the time to order your FalOf
suit or overcoat.
H. M. DALTON, Tailor.
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Residence Phones Old 726N•ef 726
Campbell Building, Paducah, Ky.
ter and capital of 3100.040,00n. It
Is stated that in Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Ohio and Indiana the Stand-
Ilam Olsson, Stockholm, is ample ad- views suitable for Sunday services he 
and furnishes natural gas to more
Reward. drese. V displayed pictures of bathing resort 
than 2e0,000 consumers. 
girls and actresses in negligee. When
the Inspector roes. in the chapel and 
now has about 20.000 consumers and
The People's company of PittsburgThe city Republican Ca mpaign —  
committee will pay $25 for any evi- PRETTY PHOTO WINS 11-1410,0o0.
rave orders to shut down the machine 
it is now reaching out-to Johnstown YOI7 RAVEDON'T TO.WA ITdeuce leading to the prosecution and 
er,conviction of any one gully of buy- Wealthy Mexican Leaves; Fortune to he was greeted with hisses. The re- 
and the populous Conemaugh valley. av dime mates roe feelbetter. Les-P-1
W iiiii Alt Whose Portrait He hein 
It
ous Convicts were put in the dun- 
was bought several years ago for **cps your whole +aside* right Sold on the
Admired. ,noney- beck plan "eery...mere. ?nee 60 cents.
Standard has been expanding it as
Milwaukee. Oct. 15.—Mrs. LydialeigT"AIL 
about $4,000,000 nd Since then the 
NDARD OIL gLI 
New 
MERGER 
rapidly as possible. C. N. Payne, its • York Has No Murders.
New York, Oct. 15.—For the 24
k
----
Paeschke, of this city, has been left a OP RIG NATURAL GAS PLANTS. 
president, is understood ta have been
hours ending at 2 o'clock this after-fortune of $4110.000 by Senor Juan' -- -- 
ictrusted with the task of perfecting
the seheme of concentration. noop not a single death by violence
victims had died from exposure in the
cold waters of the lake. Capt. Huyck's
wife and two children, who were
thought to have been on the Cyprus
when it was wrecked, left the boat
when It arrived at Superior.
i• e or disposing of registration cer-
tificates.
F. C. HOOVER, Secretary.
PIANO FOR SUE.
A Bred' & Lane parlor grand pi-
atm, good Ise new, for sale at one-half
regular prier. Owner going to leave
city. Applyat 1052 South F
street, or ring old plsone.964.
United States to copy this dispatele
so as to interest the 2.500,000 Swedes
living In the republic." In reply Wil-
Joe Mande. of Mexico. The senor
-aw a photograph of Mrs. Paerrehke
and fell in love with it. He wrote a
letter to the youne woman ardently
 _ expressing his love, but she did not
rogibiAgrommibogroo respond. Soon afterward he died,I 
and when h:s will was opened it was
feund that his entire fortune was left
the womap of the picture whom he
• .:ad never seen. Inasmuch as there
Lie no heies at law, and as the will Is
le l' d M Ph ill t
LINEN MESH IS THE
IDEAL WINTER UNDER-
WEAR.
Each year more men try
linen mesh underwear, and
variably they like, it so vs. e
they always wear it there-
after.
•
It is the ideal underwear
for winter or summer
keeping, as It does, the •
perature of the body aleave
normal.
Most of the Paducah pi,
sicians are weal Inc lip.
mesh and we should like le
show it t you d tell you
why it Is the best to wear
ALL the time.
, gal ) rawn . rs. eschke w ge
themoney as er paon asthebekse wtate is
1
 administered, Mrs. 
esc
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condittpns, indigestion n its many
forms, kidney troubles, neuralgia and
rheumatTem. It treats successfully
however, nearly all diseases. If you
are ailing, no matter what your par-
eictives have closed on the trail o ticular trouble may be, I should like
tlie mysterious "Ralph Smith." con- eon_ to have You call and let me tell yonti 
why Osteopathy will cure in your
special case. I do not claim that Os-
teopathy is a cure-all, but am frank
and will tell you whet it will do in.gait *avenue and Thirteenth street.
any individtual case, at the same time
Wedding Not Postponed. referring you to people you know.
l
NewporteOct. 15:- -Friends of Mrs. who will, gladly tett you what Hue
cernellus 'andenilt today 
ture
aryl treatment has done for them. ‘-
• .!‘ report that the wedding Pf office hours wee from 9 to 12 in
Vanderbilt to Count Seen/101 W bid forenoon and 2 to 5 in the after-
g1)7oun indtiledgesti,nitely 
postponed. noon, phone number




was reported at the coroner', office.—
This is the cleanest record
The Journal's Attitude Toward the years.
County Unit Bill.
The Kentucky Journal, the pIrson-
al organ of Governor Beckhrun, the
mouth-piece of the administration at
Frankfort and its defender on all °c-
c-rotten*. exclaimed, during the pen-
__ 
dency of the County Unit Bill in 1906.
 "Kill the County Unit Bill. It is ,boped
What Osteopathy the senate has eheived it for good
The question is often asked "What and all." Later It said:.
Is Osteopathe?" for some people haveof West Bend. Wis., but was granted "The Anti-Saloon League has issued
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 15.—One of
the first steps in the proposed rear
ganization of the Standard 011 com-
,Pany may mean the concentration of
.the natural gas interests of the Stand
lard under one company. with Pitts-
burg as the headquarters
The People's Natural Gas company •of Pittsburg. It is declared, is to be
Used as the nucltnis of a great nevi
organization, with a New Jersey char-
a divorce, the custody of her daugh- a v(rY vague idea of this new scienceter, 2 years old, and the privilege of
resuming her maelen name.
  Raffles Niht Guilty.
Milwaukee, Wis , Oct. 15.—"Ilts
ermadka is not considered a criminal
the Chicago police. I have been
Id by them that they do not coneid-
her responsible for the , crimes
iich have been laid at her door, and
at when they are able to capture
e responsible party, the mysterious
eche' Sri:lithe I may take my client
e of the Chicago police station a
• e woman.
This ratounding statement was
Ade by John F. Donovan, attorney
the woman "Raffles." In other
that is doing so much to aid mankind.
Osteopathy, when well digested, is
nothing but good sense and reason.
It 14 a method for treating disease
by manipulation, to restore the norm-
al condition of the nerve control and
the blood supply to every organ of the
body by removing the physical ob-
structions. or by stimulating, or
checking, functional activity, as the
conditions may require.
A diseased body is caused by some
interference to a working part of, the
organism, ami a correction of It
brings restored health. Therefore,
osteopathy- finds the disturbance and,
righting it, effects its cure.
Some of the diseases in which os-
erds. Mr. Donovan declared that his teopathie treatment has been the
ent Is not the vile creature she has most effiective are headaches of all
en painted. but that she halt
i
been kinds, nervous disorders, malaria and
.eliah or Insane enough to take upon belong, tired down and fagged 'out
rself the burden of the robberies
! shield a man.
On Trail of "Smith."
chic-ago. Oct. 15.—Centeal station
'federate of Mrs. Eselyn Cain Roinad-
ha, the confegeed woman burglar, at
,the fashionable Lakota hotel, Michi-
Nu Racy Picturesia
Pittsburg. l's. Oct. 15.—It devel-
(flied today that the cause of the riot  
by convicts of the western peniten-
tiary during chapel services last Sun-
day was due to a moving picture man
geting the wrong films. Instead of
a proclamation against the County
Unit Bill, as amended by the senate. '
and announced that it will tight the
measure and those who vote for it.
Such threats have been made so often
and their results so fruitless that they
will not excite even the weakest-
kneed." Still later this same organ.'
after congratulating the good people
of Lincoln county on winning a local
option election. added:
"The blind tiger is more dernoraliz.
tug than the open saloon." That Is
the stock argument of every whisky
man.
The attitude of the governor's pr-
Bona' organ proves the truth of Gen
eral Percy Haly's letter, when' he
said: "We all fought that bill; but
when we saw one had to pass and the
passing the County Unit Bill with all
the big cities exempt will satisfy the
liquor men in the cities and the tent-
perance folks In the country • • •
Vre just delivered (he goods to both
sides."
Cyprus Victims bled of cold,
Sault Ste, Marie. Mjch., Oct. 15.--
The tug Schenck. which•left here last
night for the scene bf the wreck of
the steamer Cyprus on Lake Superior,
arrived here today with nineteen
bodies which had ben picked up on
bodies which had been picked up on
server on, but It was evident that the
Scurlock Infant Dies,
The one-morith-old Infant f W
F. Scurlock, of Unionville, ill., died
last eight of fever and was buried to- 1










Does all kinds of printing
olt>0
We have the men who know
how to do yonr work just as
It should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just .what you want.
Let us figure with you the
next time you need any print-
ing—prpbably we can save
you some money. We know
we can gi‘e you satisfactory




























































price WC, fo 48ci
Five pieces best Quarter Wool Union Carpet, regular
price 40e, fOr. .......... ......._ .............. ... ..... 32c
Bring your room measureesith you. No extra Charge to
Cat and match.
Sale stare& Monday and eontinUe8 until all are Sold.
IOCAL NEWS
a%•,Q-if;
Carpet, regular price Mc, for  ......  ...... _nen 60c_ .
irttEsn.% v. c4-1'otsKst
1„..r..tillips Ce‘
Agrain Varpets *eatlq seduced
Twenty pieces of three grades of Ingrain Carpet, priced
for leas than we Can buy them from the manufacturer today'
Ten pieces best quality of All Wool Ingrain
Five pieces best All Wool Filling Carpet, regular
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
-Dr. Hoyer residence phone 464:
office 176.
-Dr. Gilbert. osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone e96.
-Farley & Fisher, vetertnariens,
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
phone 351.
-We have just received another
lot of those beautiful White Wax De-
signs. Branson's, 529 Broadway,
-Best and cheapest. we rent bug-
gies, carriages and horses separately.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
Brailehew ard fumils hay. it
here from Eddyville and taken aer ments !n the Taney-Noble, fire
Iss Seventh street and Kentucky evil. •
la Mr. Edward 0. Leigh, cecretary to
Governor Beckham, arrived in the e
) this morning.
Wedding of Mr. lit •r and alias Bale Mrs. James G. Banks will a Hen to
lame Announced for October 24. her home at Murray today. eeet
The Reverend and Mrs. J. H. Bal- Ring relatives here.
lance. of Hard Money. Ky.. announce Mr. J. D. Rowlett. the tobacco
the engagement aud approaching mar manufacturer of Mruray, was in the
nage of their only daughter. Mary city yesterday afternoon.
Etta, to Mr. J. Cannon Bonner, of
this city, on Thursday. October 24.
The ceremony will take place at the
home of the bride's parents, and will
be a guiet affair, only the family and
relatives being present. The Reverend
Calvin M. Thompson, of the First
Baptist church, will officiate. Miss
Reliance is a charming brunette of al
winning personality and is quite a
social fivorite. Mr. Bonner is the
step-son of Mr. A. Le Lassiter, the
architect, and ,foemerly traveled for /
J. R. Smith & Son, of this city, butl
is now connected with H. E. Hall A'
Co. He is an enterprising young,
business man and popular in a large,
circle of friends. The touple will i
leave immediately after the ceremonyi
for a week's tour south and will he
at home to their friends after No-
vember 1 at 1601 Madison street.
Married in Cairo.
Mr. Doll Cherry, of 924 South Fifth
street, a popular young mane and
Miss Mamie Dockery, of Mayfield,
were married in Cairo Sunday by the
Rev. W. T. Morris. They were ac-
eompanied by the groom's brother
air. James Cherry, and have returned
to Paducah to reside.
laxectitive Board Meeting.
The executive board of the Wo-
Mrs. H. C. Warden, of Greenville.
Texam. has returned home after visit-
ing her daughter. Mrs. A. C. Elliott.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Brs den. of Stur-
gis. are at The Palmer.




W. P. Hummel qualified as exe
cutor of the estate of his mother, MI,
Sophia Hummel.
The will of the late John M. WI
king was filed for probate in CO
court this morning. He leaves all
estate. personal and real, to his win
Pearl L. Wilkins, and appoints- he
executrix of his estate. He asks that
no inventory be made of hat estate.
The will was dated August 6, 19u7.
Pittsburg, Pa., will arrive this week and waneseed by Roscoe Reed and J.
to visit friends. S. Ross.
Miss Nellie Hudson weut to Jack- The will of the late Sophia Hun
son, Tenn., to visit. was filed for probate in county ewe.
Mr. Green Dale left last night for this morning. She requests that e
Texas and Arizona to be gone seterat tombstone be erected over the grave -
weeks. for her mother, son and husband ant
Mr. George H. Goodman went to her own grave, to bs selected tese
Memphis Sunday night. a • -lchildren. Site leaves her estate ot
Mr. Clem J. Whittemore N•itirtied every kind to her children equallu
yesterday from Frankfort and Louis- Her children are Mrs. Sophia N.
ville. mann, F. Hunintel, Jr.,. W. P. It ;
Dr. and Mrs. H. G. Reynolds are in Mel and Mrs. Elizabeth Keiser. Tli
Louisville. will is dated September 6. 1907, and
Mr. William McCann yesterday is witneseed by Hiram Sniedley and
went to Central City on businees. Sophia Neumann. The will asks that
Mr. E. B. Pugh is at letweon no Inventory of the estate be made.
Springs.
Mr. Charles Q. C. Leigh. of Chi - Marriage 'Cell
cago. is here. S. R. Brasel to J. Estes.
Hon. MacD. Ferguson eels here
yesterday en route to his home in
Ballard county, from WashingiOe
where he attended the national con-
vention of state railroad commission-
ers.
Mr. G. R. Moss. the tobacco buyer,
la here from Martin, Tenn.
Mrs. Julius Friedman will leave to-
heeds
W. W. Loug to W. ie. Heim and
others, property In the county, Salle.
In Police Court.
Charles Blankiey. drunk. $1 and
costs; Arch Bland and Dave Owene,
drunk and disorderly conduct, $21 1
and costs each; Will Barton, cot:-
ington today to urge Secretary was man's club will meet in business ses- 
day to visit in Louisville. where she cealed weapons, $25 and costs: John-
son to take immediate steps to bays sion tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock 
will be joined by her daughter. Mrs. ale George, colored, disorderly, cote
the tnyeetigation begun, in order that at the Woman's said) house, 608 Ken- Ben Levy. of Philadelphia. duct, continued.
Mr. E. E. Shemwell has returneda report might be made to eo greets tucky avenue.
from visiting In Lovelaseville.Both phones 100. Copeland's stable, earl). in the coming 'mission. Se etaryl Strike Off at Milan.• Delphic Club. Mr. George W. Dixon and alissl Rome, Oct. 15.--A.117;teigh the gen.Wilson assured hi mthat work would419 Jefferson street. 
-We give you better carriage and be taken up soon and fixed the date 
The Delphic club met this morning Beside Dixon. of Grand Rivers, wrea ral strike has been officially _calledl 
i sl • than given above. Senator Frazier will at the Carnegie library and discussed here yesterday. !off at Milan, the labor situation in
Join the experts at Asheville and re-' the following Interesting program: I The Rev. R. W. Chiles went to other cities of the North of Italy is 9.- ssesillfelb. 
lah 
better service for the money 
r 
Is given by any transfer company in






Is over, consequently 35 homes en-
joy well cooked food on the great
Majestic Range, 157 people drink
excellent always the same coffee by
the use of the Kinhee Coffee Pot.
Buy them of Hart and join the army
of happy folks.
America. Fine carriages for specie' I tams of Creation Held by Ancient' Mr. R. H. McGuire, former city decision taken bv the labor leaders
occasions on short notice; also ele- Nations.-Mrs. George Flournoy. weigher, leaves today for a tou- of at Milan was the result of a promise te,liealewtea"ILI'La a•winw"e
gent livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co. 2. The Myths of the Gods. The Ethics the west to be gone a month or two, on the part of Signor Giolitti. the pre- all
-City subscribers to the Deny .ansistant Secr•-tary of Interior Slue from a several months' visit to (7tit- that the government would punish
6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated
Sun who wish, the delivery of their, I vetled by Frank Pierce. 3. Aninral Worship in Different pota, Kas. ithe carbineers who fired on the etrik -11 - -papers stopped must notify our col- i .---..- • Nomes--eLss Ethel Morrow. Mr. J. Andy Bauer left this morn- ere If the intestigation being made Paiwiwir"r4rdrwririrTir4lectors OT make the requests direct Washington, Oct. 15.-Thomas jug for New Drieana to be gene telliprover that they were not justified into The San office. NO attention will Ryan, for nearly eleveu years first chw.i.h a,,,e,ey Elects Officers. days. Subscribers inserting nem ads in
1 The Rector's Aid society or Grace Dr. Frank Boyd left yesterday forIshoeting lilt° the 
crowd.
_
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co. 1%111 retire from that office the latter Epfscopal church Yesterday afternoon 
The Sun nill kindly rensember that
all such item% are to be paid for
be paid to such orders when givenialsalaiwnit secretary of the interior,' •
-Place your orders for wedding' Pa" of "It. 11/°12tb- He will be wwe-'elected officers for the year as fon
in•itations at home. The Sun is
tided by Frank Pierce, of Salt Lake lows: President, the Rev. David C.
Wright; first vice president, Miss
Minnie Ratcliffe; second vice ',reel-
-Loose Leaf Style in Kodak and
post-card albums. Something entire-
ly new at R. I). Clemente & Co.
-Will Scott colored returned Met
night from Denver. where he attend-
ed the International Hod Carden:-
convention. He was sent as a dele
gate by the local hod cerriers' union,
No. f
-The machinists union, of the
Illinois Central shops has decided to
give a ball on Thanksgiving and an
rangemenis will be made at once.
ASKS MORE TIME.
Judge Thomp.on Defers lnunction
Iteque.de•I Against Pressmen.
Cincinnati, O.. Oct. 15.-Explain
lug that he wished more time in
which to examine the authorities on
the question of jurisdiction. United
States Judge Thompson today de-
ferred the announcement of his de-
cision whether to make permanent
the temporary injunction against the
International Pressmen'. unoin.
"Rebecca at Her Well."
A ragtime intermezzo, by Mrs. Wm
Deal, is now on sale at D. E. Wil-
son's, Clements. Palmer House, Mil-












sea win w ••• stets War witl se.
es nun yourself of the asnitol Cotnosnt'• vest
freer, of ten stands:4 sotto srciptrishos











We have all these prep-
rations in stock a n d
know them to be of ex-
cellent quality.
I )rugglastar
FA aid inadisy. Opp. Pair km
showing as great an assortment as
you will end anywhere, at prices
dent, Mrs. Lillie Boyd; secretary andmuch lower than you will have to impaired by the Work of his office.
treasurer, Mies Fannie Gould.pay elsewhere. The announcement of the change was
-Flower pots! Flower pots deli• made today by Secretary of the !ti-
ered. M. J. Yopp Seed Co. 124 South tenor -Garfield. Mr. Ryan was far- Delightful opening Meeting of Bible
Second street. Both phones 477. meetly minister to Menke and is from Clam.
The Monday Afternoon Bible Class
FOREST It ESERVE
Begin Investigation, Looking to Re.
port to Congrees.
Washington, D. C.. Oct. 15.-A
party of eafterts from the department
of 'agriculture will go to Asheville, N.
C., on the 22d inst. for the purpose
of begingings investigations prelimi-
nary to feporting to congress upon
the feasibility of establishing the Ap-
palachian forest reserve. At the last
session of congress an appropriation
of $25,000 was made to defray this
preaminars. examination. Senator
Frazier, of Tennessee, came to Wash-
MAN RESIGNS.
Airri-rordr
of the Egyptian Religion-Mrs. Miss Rubye Wheeler has returned niter and minister of the interior
Elbridge Palmer.
• The reason given for his resigna-
tion is that his health has become
Kansas.
Brother Millen Brother.
Fulton, Ky . Oct. 15 - Quite A
sensation in business -circles has been
sprung here by an injunction suit
Wed by L. %V. Burton against his
brother. J. T. Burton, president of
the J. T. Burton Milling company, byg
which the petitioner seeks to prevent
the defendant disposing of any of the
property of the firm in which he holds
an interest. The J. T. Burton Mill-
ing company, the largest concern of
its kind in this section, has been do-
ing business here a number of years
Until a short time ago they owned
two large flouring mills here, but
only operated one of them. Several
months ago the mill which they were
operating eau5ht fire in soma un-
known manner and was destroyed
The insurance companies settled in
full for the loam, and the money thus
received Is now on deposit in the lo-
cal hanks. The brothers are linable
to effect a satisfactory settlement.
and now it is proposed -to settler their
affairs in the courts.
Protest Against Profanity.
New York, Oct. Ia.-Fourteen
thousand meminfrit of Holy Name so-
cieties in Hudson and Bergen coun-
ties participated yesterday ine rt pa-
rade and open-air meeting in Hciebo-
ken. N. J.. as a protest against pro-
fanity. Every man in line carried a
small-flag of the order, with white
letters, "H. N. S." on a blue back-
ground. and the sight wee an imlee-
sive one as they marched along the
Principal streets of the city. The
house', were decorated with Aruerican
flag"
Bryan Will Announce.
Washington. 1). C.. Oct. 15.--When
Jennings Bryan comes to
Washington he will conic, as an
avowed candidate for the Democratic
romination for president. This is the
oelief of men who are well advised
of Mr. Bryan's Intentions. The Dem-
ocratic leader will be in Washington
from November 20 to 25. This will
be close to the time for the. astern-
hling of .congrees. and many Demo-
, retie members of the house and sen-
ate will be here then, with whom Mr.
Bryan will have the opportunity to
confer.
In the Wheat Pit.
Chicago, Ill.. Oct. 15.--Wheat per-
formed the remarkable feat of a 2-
cent jump in two minutes today, and
the pit went wild with excitement.
Schwab and Patten continued their
desperate battle for control of wheat
in the Chicago pit, and at the close of
the day Patten and his bull crowd
had forced the price up from 2 to
2% cents over the low point of the
day.
For Rent.•
Nine room house. $0 foot lot, 414
South Tenth. Modern conveniences.
J. A. Rada.
conducted by the Rev. David C.
Wright, rector of Grace Episcopal
church, was resumeal yesterday after-
r °on. The att ndance was an es-
pecially large one for the initial meet
lug and indiatted the tot -lest felt in
the series of lectures to be given.
Many from other churches were pres-
ent.
The genneal outline ter the year
,In "The Four Greater Prophets and
'Modern Problems." Mr. Wright
!spoke yesterday on "Isaiah. the Man
tandefits Tanen' 'and pieeented the
1 rophet-PrInee and Gentleman
iScbolar" of the Old Testnment in a
i most vivid and delightful way'. an In-
;tioductory that promised much for
the further study of the book. The
'meetings will be held Monday after-
!poops at 4:30 o'clock at the parish
house, and a cordial invitation Is ex-
tended to anyone desiring to become
members.
Mr. G. H. Warneken, of Clarks-
ville, Tenn., arrived this afternoon
to spend the remainder of the week
and to accompany home Mrs. Warne-
ken and Mrs. Berryman. who have
been visiting relatives here. Mr. IA'ar-
neken was here last week but re-
turned to Clarksville for the Satur-
day tobacco sales.
Mrs, Minnie Rogers, W.° has been
visiting her sister. Mrs. John Perry.
1112 South Eighth street, has return-
ed to her home at Winfield, La.
I Misses Lotie and Lady Allen. of
'Mayfield, are gueate of Miss Lucille
•Blackard.
Mrs. T. T. Elliott,' of Mayfield, is
in the city today.
W. K. Wall, editor of the Mayfield
Monitor, is In the city today.
Mr. D. H. Thompson, of Mayfield,
Is here today.
Mr. and Mrs. R: L. Reeves and
daughter, went to Louisville today.
Mr. Extents Anderson, of Arcadia.
has gone to Fort Worth, Texas, with
a view to locating.
Misses Ante Gaither and May Al-
britton went to Paducah Sunday to
.imend a few days with relatives.-
idaYneld algesenger. 
Dre. Boyd, Sights, Stewart ate]
Brooks are attending the state medi-
cal meeting at lernitsville.
Dr. eV. W. Richmond, of Clinton,
was in the city last night en route to
Louisville to attend the state medical
meeting.
Wade Brown. deputy United States
marshal, went down the N.. C. & St
L. road this morning on business.
James Mills liar returned from Ev-
ensville.
Mr. T. J. Atkins, who la Ill at the
Riverside hospital. Is reported some
better this Afteradon. ,Mr. Atkins
was taken to the 'map:talon Sunday.
Attorney W. V. Eaton has returned
from a business inn to Louisville.
A spit 'was born to Mr. and MAI.
Louisville to attend the minimal
meeting of the State Medical society.
Engineer A. R. Angle has gone to
r .• tO live.
Mr. Neal Overstreet, of the Maxon
Mal section. was here sesterday en
home'route  from attendiuig the Cum-
berland Presbyterian meeting at
Unity, near Hardin.
Mr. Al M. Foreman seeterday went
to Cincinnati to buy macbluery for
the new grip handle tool works that
will start its factory at Third and
Elizabeth streets.
Had Fight in a Room.
Frank Haien alias Mote. sal
Charles Edmonds, colored, were pre-
sented in police "court on charges of
•
malicious cutting and maliciouseas-
swill, respectively. Bloat was in a
room with Edmonds' wife when Ed-
monds came in. Bloat tried to es-
cape, and used his kntfe. Edmond.
used a bed slat on Bloat's head With
effect. Edmonds was dismissed on
the charge of Malicious assault, but
his case left open pending a decision
of the court as to a breach elf peace
charge. Bloat was held to the grand
Jury for malicious cutting under a
bond of $300.
Mississippi on Trial Trip.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 15.-The
battleship anssissippl. built at Cranaps
shipyard, left here today for the offi-
cialr a off the Delaware capes.
Heretofore all official trials of war-
ships built on the Atlantic coast have
taken place over the Cape Ann course,
off the New England course but the
Cramps reeelved permission from the
government to give the Miesissippt
the official test off- the Deleasvare
capes, believing that the vessel will
easily be able to come up to contract
speed required of 17 knots an hour.
Appoint Negro Mellows.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 15.--Meaeures
providing for the establishment of a
supreme court of appeals for the ap-
pointment of negro biehops and for
the. grouping of dioceses into prov-
inces were pending, when the two
houses of the triennial gonventicin
of the Protestant Epliseoeal church
convened today. Thee° questions
promise a busy week for the conven-
tion.
Assistant Potaituseter Praises Ens-
nisei-Hypo.
"Ge nil. men: -- Having used Hayes'
Beech wood Eniulso-Hypo with Iron
In my, family and taken it myself. It
affords me great pleasure to recom-
piend it as the neet medicinal food.
general tonic and tier-II-builder, giv-
in t r rh d er the weak
that have sue knee ledge of. Yours
truly, John T. Fisher. Six bottles,•
$5.01r, from your drain:1st.
Autolet _is killed.
Morencbi, alich.. Oct. 15.-Arthur
Onweller. a merchant of Lyons. 0..
was killed in an automobile accident
this afternoon five macs east fee this
city. Mr. Onweller had purchased a ,
new automobile and today was tale
log his first ride Mat. His wife and
two children were in the machine
with him.
National Bank ("newel.
Washington, Oct, 15.--The 'First
National bank of Dresden. 0.. was
closed today by direction of the comp-
troller of currency, upon a report or
the national bank examiner. Robert,
Lyons was appointed receiver. Re-
sources and liabilities are .almost
$400,000.
Charge of Mint iturenu.
Washington. October, 1:;.--Frank
A. Leach, who sea eral weeks ago was
appointed director of tilt' Plinato.enere'
lien Price,- of Smith Fourth street, reel" George E. Roberts. resigned W-
aist night. day to take chalice of the mint be-
Sirs. R. B. Bradshaw and daugh, remit- Iie was formerly Superistmed,
lot loft last evening for Chitcago. Mr..ent tho mint at Situ Francisco,
Young men are not
the "only ones.''
There are others who
have regard for dress,
and our store is the
place for men of all ages
to find everything cor-
rect from' hats to hose.
i Neck Broken During Encounter.
I Memphis. Tenn., Oct. la.-Ralph
Peck, of Chicago, a chauffeor who has
!been engaged here several months.
had a eersonal encounter with Sterl-
ing Lavender, the son of .1 policeman.
'on a st t tee car last night. Lavender's
neck was broken, and Peck is being
'held charged with murder
Italian nark In Trouble.
Mobile, Ala., Oct. Ia. A fine of
leeien has been imposerd on the
Italian bark Rosa T., for failure to
produce entry papers into the port of
Mobile. The teasel arrived here on
Friday last from lrapanl. Italy. with
a cargo of salt. Capt. Salvo, master.
An appeal to the treasury department
at Waehingten has been made.
--.,----
The steam heating plane in Mc-
Kinley school is ready for acceptance
by the building committee, and Con-
ttractor Ed Hannan has invited an in-
spection. As soon as material ar-
irives, Contractor Hannan will begin
,installing steam heating equipment




when the ad is ineened. the rule ap-
plying to (very one without excep.
don.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361.
-MITCHELLS for high-grace bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
-FOR heatieg aud stovewood ring
1 437 F. Levin.FOR RENT-Apartment in fitiiNorth Sixth street. George Rawleigh,
LET ;ED Pu tn haul your trunks
&rid baggage. Phone 921.
ROOMS for rent. 41)8 -Washington.
Old phone .500.
FOR PURE apple vinegar 3years
old, fiction Bros., Stan 31. Market.
FOR DR z WW1), Old phone
2361.
51111 LOADS dry stove woad for
- • h h s 241-
le()% SALE-Mare with 4-months-
old mule colt, cheap. Old phone 9 tar
-WANTED-Porter at Riverside
hospital. Must have good references.
- FARM FOR SALE-70 acres.
gratel road, public school. J. M.
Clarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
TRY T. C. NICKELLS' best hand
sewed, oak ruled half soles in city ter
durability. Fourth and Washington.
FOR RENT-- Nice frontroom,
bath, etc.. with. or without board.
!626 Kentucky Avenue.
I FOR RENT __Furaishad_rontna far
;light housekeeping. Apply 1511 Jef-
lemon.
FUR RENT-Thtee room.. Alma.
4117 N. Fifteenth.
FOR SALE-Roll top desk with
chair. Apply at tide Ale&
FOS. SALE-Good remits horeir
cheap. Inquire 942 Trimble street.
-WANTED-House girl. 609
tucks- avenue, room on place,
it once.
LOST-Small black account book
on Lovelaceville road or Jefferson
street. Return to Haynes &
mutes or phone 1139. D. R. Smalley.
WANTED- Competent man er
woman to cook and do general home,
work. Man preferred. Apply morning
only, 1630 Jefferson street.
FOR RENT--No. 622 Jefferson
street, 7 rooms, modern conveniences
Apply to Wm. Hughes. Paducah
Banking Co.
FOR RENT-Fine farm about -3-
miles from city. Good house and our
buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway T
E. I,ydon.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tai/or. 113 South Third street. Phone
I016-a.
BEAUTIFUL front room. furnished,
two unfurnished; water in one, pale
try and porch: light houeekeepina
726 Jefferson St.
FOR RENT-The house formerly
occupied as a barber shop on South
Seventh street, oppostte court house.
Enquire next door.
- FOR-RENT-Modern nine-room
brick house, bath, steam heat. gas
and electric fixtures. Apply within.
3:17 North Seventh, corner Seventh
and Madaon.
SATURDAY Sept. 21. I will open
my shooting gallery at Rehkopf's old
huilding. 1 11 South Beeselea-ateeete-op-
Pointe market. Glad to see all eV
old customers. Wm. Bougeno.g P i I A 1 * n g Co - -
- FOR SALE-- Cheap. one pair of CLEANING AND-PRESSING neat-
mules, one pair horses. Call old phone ly_ done. Satisfaction guarantee.
211-a. Work called for and delivered. Ore
STORAGE ROOM for rent. Barks- trial is all I ask. James Duffy, South
dale Bros. Co. Old phone 1261 r. New Ninth street. sear Broadway. Pilo '
-
phone 1260. se 462-a -
FOR SALE-Electric theatre out-
fit with gas attachments. Cheap. FOR SALE CHEAP-- Destrabli
Apply to 164a) Clay. 
property on Siiuth 'Fourth. Threa
,houses. numbers 427, 431 turd erte.
FOR SALE-Driving horse and between Clark and Adams streets.
buggy, cheap for cash and quick sale '
Apply to 1640 Clay. 
i Write to Mrs. C. A. Breuner, Herrin,
illa Box 306. or inquire at Joe Wen-
rns Phonestreet,
FOR RENT-Three-room house,• ner'e -shoe shop. 126 1-2 Kentucky
ert
132A51).ply 
to 3112 N. avenue, for full pertteuters.
Seventh, 
Adam _
I WANTED--For U. S. army: Able-
----PHONV9-21l for freight, light ninT- bodied unmarried men between ages
lug and general hauling of all kinds :of 21 and 35, citisons of the United
Ned Pullen. 'States, of good character and tern-
-- ORDER your die stove wood. loose'perate 
habits, who can speak, real
and bundled kindling from Johnston- write 
English. Man wanted now
Denker Coal Co. Both phones 2o3. Ifer service in Cuba. For 
information
i WANTED-Two young ladies, on ,• 
apply to Recruiting Officer. New Rich-
!to play piano and the other to 
singtmend House. Paducah. icy.




WE ARE NOW In a pOsitIon to
,serve any and all kinds of sandwiches
chite and hot tamales, Ill 1-2 South
'Third.
FO-R-SALICT----CkeaCTirrica jI> work
bona* and wagon. Will sell ripper-
',AY- Apply to Henry Boyd. 10_05
,rth Ninth.
FOR SALE - Confectionery stock
and fixtures. Good location. Will
:sell cheap if sold before October It
lArldrees A.. care Sun.
LADIES-Our eatalogne explains
w we teach hairdressing, monkey.-
,e, facial massage. etc., in a few
eeekae mailed free. Meijer College. St
!TAW*, Mo.
''RANK JONES---The magician arta
-her, is now *Tirkaiiii if Monate
Broadway, aud would be pleated
see all his old customers. For mu-
• e NMI Aid phone 0411-a,
NIGHT SCHOOL-- Firrt month s
Vinton tree if yent etter and mail of
present this notice within the next-
five days to Draughon'e Practical
Business College I incorporated1
314% Broadway. Padueith. Old
phone 1755 asking for particulars of
this remarkable offer. If you desire.
quit at end of month. owing nothing.
or continue at special rate-$4
month.
lireatest Fleet in World.
London, Oct. 15.--There is now a a
eentbling in the North Sea and the
English channel for maneuvers, under
the command of Admiral Lreel
Charles Bereeford, a fleet of Britiet,
warships representing an aggregallon
of naval power surpassing all the Im-
mediate available sources of any two
paler ,eotint ries eft Europe, and y
twit a single othip•Of thee fleer has hero
drawn from the reserves, the Medi-




When Voters Should Register.
t'e t• J.` .7e .7.- n. .7e •
t;lauber's Boundary.
Glauber No. 10 —Beginnicg at a
7.4, or on the Ohio riser opposite the
middle of Tennessee: thence down
1;ie her to a pout opposite the mid -
of Wash'ngton st7-ee: thniccl
V1 it ii Washington street to Fourth;
seeet; thence with Fourth street
',filth to Tennessee; thence dool.
Tennessee to the ever.
South side court illon.e No.
That Pri•, .11,  No. 4. District No. e
South Side Court House No. I shall
be bounded as foliows: Beginning at
the intersection of the center irie of
Fourth street With the center line of
Tennessee street; th(!nce out the ccn-
tr line of Tennessee street to it; In ,
tereection with the center tue of
Sixth street; thence down the center
line of Sixth strek to iti intersection
With the center line of Clark street;
theare out the center line of Clark
street to a point opposite the court
house hall, midway thereof; thence
with the center line of court house
hall to the center line of Sixth street
to the center line of Washington
street; thence with the center line of
Washington street to the center line
of Fourth street; thence up the cen
ter Ttne of Tennessee street, theebe-
ginning. And the vo:Ing place in saiel
preceect shall be at the south side of
the rounty court house.
Warchou•e Boundary.
Pie die; No. 11 of District No. 3.—
Warehouse is hounded by the river
between (Vashititton and Monroe
streets on theeeast, Fourth street aed
Washington and Monroe streets.
Vancy's Bounden.
That Precinct No. :12. District No.
2. Yancey's shall be as follows: Be-
ginning at the intersection of•Ten-
nessee street and the Louisville di-
vnion nf the I. C. R. R. Co. track;
thence north with the center Pile of
said track to the center line of Ken-
tucky avenue to the line of the city
limits; thence south with the line of
said cety limits to May-field roa4 cor-
ner to Dit.triet No. 1; thence with
the center line of said road to the
center I:ne of Tennessee street.
-thence with the center line of Tennes-
see street to tis- -intersection with the
I. C. H. R. Co.'s track, the beginning
And the voting place shah l be at
Yancey's-4;4.g store.
- Savage Boundary.
— That Precinct No. ett, in District







You receive intense. direct heat
from every ounce of fuel burned—
there are no damp chimneys or long
pipes to waste the heat from a
PERFECTION Oil Heater
jlEquIpped svith Smokeless Deice)
- - -
Carry it from room to room. Turn the wick high
or low —no both, r—no smoke—no smell—automatic
smokeless device prevents. Brass font holds 4 quarts.
burns 9 hours. Beautifully finished in nickel or
japan. Every healer v.arranted.
11"1Kay, Lamp gives a bright, steadylight to read lay—
jost what you want for the long
evenings. Made of brass. nickel plated—latest im-
proved central draft burner. Every lamp warranted.
Ii your dealer cannot supply the Perfection lid
Heater or Rayo Lae, write our nearest agency.
ISTILIMDAr 3 Oil. COMPANY
,..rporate4
71- n" ire -3v:t Ere
119
near the corner of Sixth and Trimbiel
streets.
South Side Fire Station Boundary.'
That Precinct No. 29. District No.
1—South Side Fire Station, shall be
bounded as folio s: Beginning at
the intersection 1 the center line of
Eighth street, with the center of
Island creek; thence down the center
of Island creek to a point opposite
the mouth thereof on the Ohio river;
thence down the Ohio river to a point
opposite the foot of George street;
thence with the center line of George
street to its intersection with the
center line of Eighth street; thence
up the center line of Eighth street to
Its intersection with the center ot
Island creek, the beginning. And
the voting place in said precinct shall
be at the South Side Fire Station.
Plow Factory Boundary. •
That Precinct No. 8, District No.1
—Plow Factory, shall be bounded an
follows: Beginning at the intersec-
tion of center line of Trimble street
and the line of 'city limits; thence
with the line qt said city limits to a
paint opposite Ihe center line of 41iir-
lit mert—illiT1.111%—`111Virlint -Meter
line of Burnett street to the center
lin of Eighth Inreet; thence with the
center line of Eighth street to the
center line of Trimble street; thence
with the center line of Trimble street
to the. line of corporate limits to the
beginning. And the voting place in
said precinct shall be at or near the
corner of Sixth and Trimble Streets.
Mewl's Boundery.
That Precinct No. 3, in District No.
1—Diegens, shall be bounded as fol-
lows: . Beginning at intersection of
center line of Eighth street with the
center of Islapd creek; thence down
the center line of Eighth street to
its intersection with the center le -
of George street: thence with tee
center line of George street to its In-
tersection with the center line of
Fifth street; thence dowp the center
ee line of Fifth street to its fee- •
ee , with the center line of
gi street:- thence with the center line •
(With 
street to is intereecteei
w the center line of Tenth street;
i 
. of Kentucky avenue and Thir- thence up the center line of TeT,,h
nib street.; thence down the center street to its intersection with die 4,
of Thirteenth street to the center line ter of Island creek; thence with •
of Madison street; thence with the venter of Island creek of its Int*
center line of Madtson street to the section with the center line of Eighth I
t-enter line of Twelfth street; thence street. the beginning. And the votTng i
lown the center line of Twelfth place in said precinct shall be at
street to the venter line of city limits; Diegers Paint Sop.
thence with the center line of Clay Henneberster's Boundary.
4treet to the line of city limits,
thence with the line of said city limits 
Nennebergerni No. 9—Beginning
at Eighth and Madison; the
to !he center line of Kentucky aye- 
nce north
on Eighth to Boyd; thence west on
Luse thence with the center line of 
Ketucity avenue to the center- line of 
Boyd, to Triftib'e at Twelfth street.
thence
Thirteenth street. the beginning. And 
,limits  with Trimble to the corporate: 
thence with Clay to Twelfth
the voting piece in said precinct shall; 
streetbe at or near Sixteenth and Monroe': 
thence with Twelfth south to
Madison; thence east on •Med.son to
streets.




That Precinct No. 7. in Districj
The Precinct No. 30, in District No. 3—Rogers, shall be bounded as
No. 2. shall be bounded as follows: fellows: Beginning at the intersec-
Beginning at the intersection of the Lion of Seventh street and Kentucky
center lines of, Sixth and Tennessee avenue; thence with the center line
streets; thence down the center unei of Seventh street to the center line of
of Sixth street to the center line ot Madison street; thence out the (*ti-
tlark street; thence on the center ter line of Madison street to the
1line of Clark street to a point oppo- center line of altirteenth street;
site the court house hall, midway thence up the center line of Mir-
thereof; thence with the center line.teenth street to the center line of
of the court house hall to the center
line of Seventh street; thence down
the center line of Seventh street te
the center line of Kentucky avenue:
thence out the center line of Ken-
tricky avenue to the center line of
Eighth street; thence up the center
line of Eighth street to the center
line of Tennessee street; thence with
Kentucky avenue; thence with the
center line of Kentucky avenue to the
center line of Seventh street. the be-
ginning. And the voting place in
said precinct shall be at Rogers'
store.
Butler's Precinct.
Evers thing south of Island creek,
Mechanicsburg.
the center line of Tennessee street to North Side Court House Boundary.
the center line of Sixth street, the Beginning at the intersection ot
lezinning. ir In And the %oiln- -- 'place - tFourth and Monroe; thence with
said precinct shall be at the south
side of the court house.
Berry's Boundary.
That Precinct No. 31, in District
Fourth to Washington street; thence
with Washington to Sixth; thence up
Sixth to a point opposite the court
house door; thence through the cen-
ter of the court house to Seventh
No. 4--Berry's, shall be hounded as,
tetreet 
follows; Beginning at the 
thence down Seventh to Mon-intereec-
tion of Eighth and Trimble streets: 
roe to the beginning.
'
thence up the center line of Eighth 
Schmidt s Precinct.
street to the center-line of Madism.
teet thew*, with the tenter line of
Madison street to the center line of
Seventh street, to the center line of,
Monroe-street; t,hence with the center
line of Monnee street to its intersec-
tion with the corporate limits of the
city of Padueah; thence with said
corporate limits to a point opposite
the center line Of Trimble street:
thence with the center line of Trim-'
ble street to the center +Me of Eighth
street to th bexhintog:- And the vot-
follow•! Beginning at the internee-I inn place in said precinct shall be or
..+S•o•S•••••••••••VVJN.M 
NINE SUMMERS OLD
As the Government Stamp will indi-




Is unquestioned for the sideboard
_.and medicinal purposes, andeyou can









MEP ••••••••.• •••••••.. i•-••••
•
Shall be boanded by Tenth street
on the east; by Tennessee street on
north; by corporate limits on the
west and by Island creek on the
south.
Gellman Boundary.
Precinct No. 8, District No. 4—
Galiman's is bounded _by _the city
limits. between Trimble street ate]
the river, on the west. and Ohio- river
on the _earth and east and on the
south by a line, following Burnett
street from the river to Eighth street •
thence along Boyd street to Twelfth
street. and thence along Trimble
street to the city
Kirkpatrick Boundary.
That Precinct No. 5 in District No.
2—Kirkpatricles, shall he bounded as
fellows: Beginning at the intersec-
tion of Eighth and' Tennessee streets:
thence down the center line of
Eighth street to the chter line of
Kentucky avenue: thence west with
the center line of Kentucky avenue
fó the center line of the I. C. R. R.
Co. track; thence south with the cen-
ter line of the I. C. R.R. track, Lou-
isville division, to the center line of
Tenneeene street; thence with the
center line of Tennessee street to the
center line of Eighth street. th begin-
ning. And the voting place in said
precinct shall he at Kirkpatrick's
shop.
Chalk's Boundary.
Chalk No. 2---Beginning at, the
foot of George etreet and the Ohio
river; thence down elle Ohio river
to the middle of Tenhessee; thence
with Tennessee street to Fifth street:
thence with Fifth to George street:
thence with George street to the be-
ginning.
Reenter —What Ninkurn sems to
lack is individuality and selfetsertive-
nem Shynne—Then only shows that
e'ou've never met his wife.—Chicago
i
Tribuue,
In the reign of Henry 111, a judge's









Satan Sanderson is the true
embodiment of the requisites
that make a really great story.
It gives the reader a look into
a little world of action where all
of the emotions that make or
mar life—and lives—are set in
swift,exciting play—one against
the other. Incident follows inci-
dent with quick succession, and
a vivid panorama of intrigue,
mystery, love and strange adven-
turing kindles the interest to
the fusing point.
Written in a charming style.
brilliant in coloring,picturesque
In background, faithful in char-
acterization and intensely dra-
matic,with stirring cl imax,Satan
Sanderson is by all odds the best,
story of the year.
by Ifallie Errninie Rivas -
Author of Hearts Connoting
and The Castaways
11Gagn‘fi.ently Illuseratied by
te. A. B. wErizau.
For all the Family Circle
THE HOME MAGAZINE is the only magazine that deals with all the interests of the
heine, that covers every avenue of appeal to the home-builder, the home-maker and
the home-lover. All its contributions center in the home. It makes the home more
attractive, more comfortable. mere interesting. Every issue is crammed full of
practical suggestions for the housewife.
TIE HOME MAGAZINE is cheeritkl. happy-hearted, whole-sonled. Its dt,rninant
note is the note of optimism and hopefulness. From c.eer to cover, it is
entertaining, charming and replete with valuable information.
THE HOME MAGAZINE is thoroughly American and interests every American man
or woman who has a home. Its range is wide and its treateuent thorough.
THE HOME MAGAZINE'S departments are conducted by men and women of
authority. Marion Harland, for example, edits the department of cookery and
etiquette. Eugene Chute contributes a great series on home furniture making.
THE HOME MAGAZINE contains the most exciting stories, the most beautiful
elustrations, the most important feature articles.
THE HOMEVNAGAZINE is twice as big and twice as good as ever before.
For Everybody in the Home
Die HONE
MAGAZ IN E
TEN CENTS A COPY ONE DOLLAR IA,YEAR
( A MAGAZINE OF GREAT DEPARTMEN.— TS"
AMONG THE DEPARTMENTS IN THE HOME MAGAZINE
ARE THE:FOLLOWING
COMERS
An al t which requites mott studious and dili-
gent appliistion to be known at its beat. Many
recipes. aci.oniiianied by sup, .vt illustrations,
enable our :faders to give constant variety and
charm the home table.
Marian liartand. the greatest living author.
ity. conducts this department.
HOUSISCILDOIG
This department constantly reflects the best
ideas and experience of the whole country in
building comfortable, artistic, yet moderate.
priced homes.
INTERIOR DROOLATION
Genuinely helpful. web timely suggestions of
intense practical value Mural deematiort, rags,
fiarrainere. and the correct arrangement of inte-
rimsj with a special view to convenience sad
comfort.
MOMILLEPING
The management of • hoc d% from cellar to
garret, with some mention of the thousand and
roe laborsaving de-vices glow beirig manufac-
tured for the conveniesc.e of the home-maker,
whether the home be of two or twenty rooms.
ELORICULTCRE OR LANDSCAPE
GARDENING
Invaluable for those lovers of nature whet
would make their home grounds attractive am!
beautiful. Helpful to the amateur florist and
interesting to esirry one.
TEL VEGETABLE GARDEN
Seasonable article' dealing with gardening on
• town or city lot. What hi grow and how to
vox it. Filled with good ideas. Illtiatrated.
THE MORSE AND THE STABLE
II;ustrated articles by acknowledged author.
Wes.
POULTRY AND THE KENNEL
Practical and helpfll departments.."1' Miner.
Purvis, cditoc of Poultry, is sue of the contrib.
ut,,rs.
PRACTICAL FASHIONS
Choice dignA, illustrations and complete
des,riptions carefully selected to give subscrib-
)
Cr. advauce stylcs. practical and correct.
Our pattern department renders Pr. opt and:
satisfactory service at a minimum cost.
OIDERY AND NIZOLEWORI
11111Pi-tetty yet snnple devices tbat even very busy
women can suceesatully aCcomplish. The vari-
ety edified suggests something that appeals to
an interested in different types of needlework.
HEALTH AND HYGIENE
The making of strong. well.fortned, perfectly
de•eloped bodies, the value .t exercise.. bath-
ing. xitti special artictes on the care of the
eyes, nom, teeth and ears.
*Anal' Aim-Cram& `
Fntertaining stories in paragraphs of Amer-
Iran men and women. Illustrated with pm.,
traits. *1
IngUs AND INTERVIEWS
What men and wimien of many vocations are
thinking! and surtrig, on the outstions of the
day.
912!-Merrill novels, the most router sto-
ries it America. appear as serials before their
pub;rcation in book tortri.
Till CHOICEST SHORT STORMS
humorous st-ries, love stories Sr. I stories
of business and •dventnre--clean, whi.lesome,
satisfying and delightful, and lots of them, will
appear in every number.
THE GINGER JAR
A mirth provoking. cheerful, smile-msking,
exhilarating ccIlection of vagrant bits ot wit
and humor, both young and old.
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Publishers, Indianapolis, Ind.
This splendid magazine will
be given to The Sun readers
ABSOLUTELY FREE
Of Any. Cost  
Telephone 358 at once for
particulars or inquire of our
solicitors. .*







A series of articles dealing in
the most intimate, faingiar, and
personal way with the home and
family life of Secretary Tait,
Vice-President Fairbanks,
Speaker Cannon, Senator Knox
and others. Fully illustrated.
Begins soon.
Short Stories
By the best writers in the coun-
tryappearinevern issue. Bright.




All the departments are fully
illustrated with photographs.
Among the celebrated artists
whose work appears in TP.F.
HOME MAGAZINE, either in
color or black aid white, arc
Iloward Chandler Chri.ty, I la r-
rison Fisher, A. le W en re
C. F. Undciwood, J. C. Clay,
George lirchm, Jay liambidge.
etc., etc.
Is one of the best periodicals published. Its list
of contributors, as you will note in this ad., cbm-
prises some of the best talent of the day, and the
illustrations_are by famous artists. The October
cover was-done by Harrison Fisher and is in his
Cibla CW.iM








In moat cases are direct results
te. WEAK KIDNEYS and IN-
FLAMMATION OF THE BLAD-
DER. The strain on the Kid-
neys and inflamed membranes






Two doses.) give relief, and
one box wit cure any ordinary
case of Kidney or Bladder
trouble* Removes Gravel, cures
Diabetes, Seminal Emissions,
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma-
tism and all irregularities of the
Kidne)s and Bladder in both
men and wdmen. Sold at 50
cents a box on the No Cure ?a
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
store, Fourth and Broadway,
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by Mail upon receipt of price to
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
Ky.
Sour Stine
-'1 ss.dOwsressaiid feel ilk* • sew Inas. I baye
ref from dymeems and sz:to It
rallie We poen. i base brae
tee Maiwarvreiir uYaireeemigi be rici.:,..„Nslim,
,.. T*1171," eaverro: "ILisZtlittidloi .„, MILT ,,u .. ma-
argeiry Saincitley. Mauch Chunk, P.
art- Bes slri...4"d2.1. • errPalipahle,IPorrA TaCtioodizeried.
osematised to care or.yolte mosey oseir.. 
Starling Remedy Co., Chicago or ?CY. sgg
ANNUAL SALE, TEN MILLION BOXES
"What Nte want,- said he patriotic
citizen, "is a system that will compel
men to vote honestly:"
.,'That's right," answered Mr. Ward
Heeler: "there's too many voters get-
ting inea the way as they please."—
Washington Stir.
MEN AND WOMEN.
Use kis at for anastsral
te 1 as t es ws dlealsarmade
taisimisse I rebos era.:=MI •• a is  1110111afeallipIMMO (*M.O.. Palsies. and set MUM.
4/411110110M/141. gent at oolosooso.
IMMINUTL Maid by 111.11.116161.
Lk a. or seat Is plain Ir55551?
by esprase. platIAMIL
Si At or 1 list..lbe 11175.
011orsior most se mew&
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
WITH Dr. King's
New Discove
FOR noucHs aTU.03.OLDS INIal Bottle Free







Furniture Stored and Packed
403 leiter:sr St
Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $5.25, For-
rest Cavalry.
Birminghain, Ala. — Round
trip $9.35, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 27th—Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. -- Round
trip $6.95, Oct. 14th and 15th
return Oct. 19th — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home Seekers' ticketti to all
points in the south and south-
west, including New Orleans,
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trip, good re-
turning for thirty days.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th-15 days; $23.75. I 'oach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Filth and
Broadway or Union _Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agt City TiEket Cffice
R. M. PRATHER,
Acme Peter isipot
A Rock In the Baltic
By ROBERT BARR.
_Author of
The Triumphs of Eugene Velment." "Tektite" "In the Midst of
Alarms," "Speculations of Jelin Steele." "The Victors," Etc.
Copyright. 1906. by Robert Harr.
By Arrangement with The Authors and Neeifnac.ers Association of New York.
411111111111111111111111111N" 
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(Continued from last issue.)
"May I see your dynamo?" asked
Lernionteff.
The governor, with one final warm-
ing of his hands, took up a candle, told
the jailer to remove the slunk from
the lamp and bring it, led the way
along a passage and then into a room
where the prisoner, on first entering,
bad heard the roar o; avater. .
'What's this ytiu have, a turbinn'e
Does it give you any power?"
"Oh, it gives power enough," said
the governor.
"Let's see how you turn on the
streak).". 
The governor set the turbine at
work, and the dynamo began to ham,
il‘h to the educated ear of
Lertnentote told him several things.
"ihat's all right, governor; turn if
aft'. This is a somewhat old fashioned
.iyminino, but it ought to give you all
the light you can use. You must be a
natural born electrician, or you never
could have got this machinery work-
ing as well as it does."
The dull eyes of the governor glowed
for one brief moment, then resumed
their customary expression of sadden-
sd tiredness.
"No." said Jack, throwing off his
-oat, "1 want It wrench, screwdriver.
hammer and a pair of pincbera If you
aave got them."
"Here is the tool chest," said the
governor, and Jack found all be need-
ed. Bidding the governor hold the can-
tle here, there and elsewhere and or-
tiering the jailer about as if he were.
alt appreutiee. Jack set energetically to
work, and for half an hour no one
spoke.
"Turn on that water amine" he
eorainanded.
The gevernor did so, and the ma•
chine whirred with quite a different
note. half a dozen ele';•trie lamps in
the room flooded the place with a date
'Ming white glow.
"There you are,",,eried Jack, rubbing
the oil off his hands on a piece of
coarse sacking. "Now, Tommy, put
these things back In the tool chest." be
said,to the Jailer. Then to the governor:
"Let's see bow things look in the big
room.''
The passi.ge was lie and the gov-
ernor's to to showed every mark on
wall, ceiling ay floor.
-I told you, governor," said Jack
with a laugh, "that I didn't know why
L ittle eenthete% -but now I understand.
Providence took pity on you and or-
dered me to strike a light."
At that moment the jailer entered
with his jingling keys, and the enthu-
siastic expression faded from the.gov-
ernor'a face, leaving It once more cold-
ly impassive, but he .poke lu German
Instead of Russian.
"if run very much Indebted to your
hIgbilese, and It grieves Me that our
relationship remains line-hanged."
"Oh, that's all right." cried Lermon-
toff breezily. "If it is within your
power to allow me th come and give
you some lessons in electricity and the
care of dynamos, I shalt-be very glad
to do so."
To this offer the governor made no
reply, but be went on still in German:
"I shall transfer you to cell No. 1,
which is not only more comfortable,
but the water there is pure. Did yon
say you spoke English?"
"Yes; quite in well as I do Russian."
The piers-nor continued, with, never-
theless. a little hesitattyn: "On the re-
light and conceal yonr'candle,
last the longer."
The jailer returned.
"The cell is ready, excellency," be
said.
"Take away the prisoner," command-
ed the governor gruffly
(To be conti,nuV in next Wing.)
UNPROVOKED
WAS RIFLING OF GERTRUDE PEN-
DLETON BY ALEX WADE.
.tceording' to Evidence Introdueed at
Coroner's Inquiry Yesterday
Afternoon,
An inquest held to investigate the
death of Gertrude Pendleton, colored.
who died in the patrol wagon Satur-
day night, resulted in a verdict that
the woman was killed by a knife stab
inflicted by Alex Wade, colored, The
inquest was held yesterday afternoon
at the city htel, and there were few
witnesses.
The killing was unprovoked, ac-
cording to testimony. A steamboat
mate who knows Wade, testified that
he saw Wade and another neFro mai
L.oming north on -Second street from
Lkliark street. and that Wade was
boating the woman all the way. Near
Washington street the mate saw
Wade raise a knife and plunge It into
mended him to glen), saying, "That's
the woman. Wade's companion corn-
enough." and the two then ran. the
woman falling to the ground. When
asked who had stabbed her, she re-
plied "A :ex Wade" and these were the
last words she spoke.
"Providence took pity on you and or-
dered me to strike a light."
turn of the steamer there will be an
English prisoner. I will give hint cell
No. 2, and If you don't talk so loud
that tde jailer hears you it may per
baps make the day less wearisome."
"Yon are very bind," said Jack, rig-
idly suppressing any trace of either
emotion or interest as he heard the in-
telligence, leaping at once to certain
conclusions nevertheless. "I shan't
ask for anything more, much ne I
Should like to mention candles, matches
and tobacco."
"It is possible you may find all three
in No. 1 before the; time tomorrow."
Then in Russian the governor said to
the jailer:
"See if No. 1 Is ready."
The jailer departed, and the govern-
er, throwing open a drawer In his ta-
ble, took out two candles, n box of
matches and a packet of cigarettes.
-rat these in your pocket," be said.
."The cell door opens very slowly, so
yotf will always know when the jailer
is comlni. ln.tbat case blew ont, your
BILLY REBELS
WOl'Llt CARRY Ni) L4lAD WITH
LIQUOR TOO.
luebriate t'andidate for lAxIbe De-
grees "Shoots Up" .1...:-ettiblage
When (.out
Valdosta, Ga., Oct. 15.—John Wil-
son bucked up against a tempeiance
goat when he presented himself for
initiation into the lodge of the Wood-
men of the World at Sahlra, near
here, last night, and because the goat
showed a lack of good fellowship
proper on Saturday night drew his me-
voiver, 'shot up" the lodge room and
drove the redoubtable Billy and tis
admirers in panic from the room.
Wilms's, in preparation for his in-
itiation, which was to be a great
event. had celebrated fittingly. There
are no saloons in Sahira, which by
some is called Sahara, but behind the
prescription cases in certain drug
stores are oases where the cup that
..beers and also inebriates may be
found, and Wilson. according to all
accounts, found it several times.




We take pleasure In announte
frig that we now have Denatured
Alceliol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purpose/
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the 1330111
economical and satisfactory hie
known.
Cheaper than wood alcohol, it
also burns without any of its
offensive odor( Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to phone
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles it.
both Phones 756,
inc pt and bottle; 50 rebate
for bottle.
25c 1 pt. and bottle: 10e retate
for bottle.





yeA,rfsterdi,wriantgchwinhfchrit:,:,,. 1:,.my noilionsfor sixteen
um bottles were sold ILIA thousands of
leJers from users were received, the
eriginatora of Dr. Cakes Syrup Pep-
see the great herb laxiii.ve compound,
fv‘.1 safe in guaranteeim.,i; it in the various
eiseases of the stomach. liver and bow-
els, such as chronic cee,tipation, dys-
pepsia, indigestion, tehousness, flats-
lency, sour stomach, bl, aited stomach,
hearebtern,ete. There is an Obsolute guar-
antee to refund the pool..., price a lir. Cald-
wel re Syrup Papsta does nt du what is claimed
fat lts
"tit sixties& rears this r'e,lv has been ree
ptsints simiturtbellimnatfact mwelre.°111and.v.ore twatines are using it Nei that It has the WILLIAM ORR HAS RESIGNEDelbjur3tutyelar.ceitneievtatogr iptro, tintitt,i'srscuoriensarethoZ
doessea. Hence the jusutied.
Mr. Alston. of Bo'tit, 1 c,rribiLigrs Dr,
Culdwelra Syrup Peysfc laxative tonic
on the market because. to ,. hi, own word&
it does all you claim f-r DOOLDOW of lace,
Policemen--Peter Etch. T. H. Veal-
another medicine of um
Williams. of Sidney. III that she has Firemen — Perry
ould not keep house a it./,..,ut l'L MIS11114,11 of Glenn. 
Story, Georgeused it in her bow, r mirried Uts sae
others here written IA; tht -.aim; effect.
. if you rive any compisict for mina Dr. end.
druggist sad freL ti bottle. Take it leo! e
welt., syrup eye, e,,,,,.fteee to your TIN qpilremen and two policemen
on the basis that we s.:Itlataction. Yon elected last night, and twoehmi,l normaks wp(rouwenueiu)mi 
10.1 It flt1c. 
anantainumesmitek ' dp ;it; ok tlizgen whenhileo hoand dbeo e:peerid forele reiI
purgative waters. salt, -.thank powders or
5111, does not gyte soul e:de you feeling weak stated at a regular meeting of the
'ad"1116 sage "I' like it board of fire and police commissionersand use it reelliarlY uu bore call for a
'Torative. It Is eliPecludy •ulted to children and at the city hall last night.or,,k people becau.. ut MUM 
All members were present.
FREE TEST To:io4 S'')It31:11111Vegret
lag air Mega free mem Mtn* tea is Selr Nos
awirsung_tas Coloceov. This oder Is is babe
remedy ent lb MIis clam, sad a °alp see is
As inn arror his. It. Send Inc it it yos Ms:n
onsisms stsbroara. haw or towel ilkelble.'-
="11146111"smsnissolax213". rormsne%1" "Irra'sentev sinewaandTlii
punts snow: "II) Laxative so Semi sod Om
as on. OALOWRL'i SYRUP PEPSIN." This greak1
beeps pray porramies Ite. 17, Vtashingbe.
PEPSIN SYRUP 00.
1070a1Soali Bidg., Montilla% EL
TWO POLICEMEF
AND TWO FIREMEN
13 Years' Success Indarsed by Business Rm. Lacceporaird. $100,000.00 Catita1
'429 Colleges in 16 States. ino. F. DrAogito.i, rre.
Sale Reliable
PRACTICAL BUSINESS






ECT:L•v 't ED or MON !..1' REFUNDED 
marve
awe 
e9PEISK IN I. c f-,-. F7millth. or laustratins 1111.1 ‘, M.111
lS
Elected at Meeting of (;onnnis- MAR. kteool..;,11.: 11 ii, . 1 • . i ..i i !\ I: pa. t sons In each county, dial! log toS bort hi rad , Pi f :in ,..1 a business eel tree. wild will al Once,
ohn, sidi., ..t I Mimetic, Tefeeraphy, Leiter CLIP an-I telt& this notice (mentioning this
kioners Laat Night smaaNg, Law, Reettanlati Drawing, bust- paper) to Prang huu'll Procucal Luis. cameo.:
PADUCAH. Si 4 BROADWAY;
or Evansville, Memphis or St. Loads,
Patrolmen Casper J11»1eS and Willian1
Johnson Reinstated and .%te
Et • Ill rd.
The matter of reinstating Casper
Jones and William Johnson. who had
been dismissed for taking a drink
f ertile on duty, was suggested. John-
son and Jones had been accused by
M. C. ,Reasons, a farmer from Ten-
nessee,, of accepting money front him
for his release from arrest for carry
lug concealed a deadly weapon. Dur-
ing the trial it developed that the
;policemen had taken a drink, and tht.
arrived, and Anson, with twenty kommission'ers dismissed them, ignor-
other candidates, appeared at the lag the charges brought by the Ten-
lodge room. 1.%% o or three rode the nesseean. Laet night they exonerated;
goat safely, and then came Wilson's the two patrolmen from the chargel
turn, brought by the farmer.
Bt the goat smell, liquor on his The resignation of Patrolman Wil-
breath and balked. The mules of the liam Orr was received. Hp had been
order are strict against liquoe and laid off pending a trial on indictments
the goat was loyal. A committee was In circuit 'court, charging him with
robbery.
Charles Bennett was released trot..
service as a patrolman, it developing
that he has not been a resident of
Paducah one sear.
Wright Gibbs and Max Pruese were
dismissed as firemen for drinking on
duty.
Elections were gone into and Pete
appointed to apprise Wilson of the
•goat's scruples.
But Wilson was determined.
"Guess I can ride this goat if any-
body can." he shout, d. "I'm sober
enough to ride any goat that ever ate
a poster for breakfast."
But the committee. was obdurate.
Wilson was told politely hut firmly,
that he must leas, th, room. Etch and T H. NVallace were elected
-Leave the room, is it?" he cried patrolmen to fill the vacancies. Bich
has served as a policeman before and"Not on your IVe. If an body leaves
the room It'll b you fellows -and. the
goat. Think I'll stay right here."
With that to drewitie revolver and
began shooting out eie lights. There
was a wild set-amid() fro the door in
which the goat and lodge men joined
and in a moment Wilson was in sole
possession of the room.
He was calmly snoozing in the scat
of honor when the town marshal ar-
rived. He will explain to the police
judge tomorrow
FILM! PTLP:le 1171.Efl!
Williams' Indlln Pile 0;nttuent wit
cure Wind, Bleeding and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
itching at once, acts as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Williams' Indian
Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles
and itching of the private parts. Sold
by druggists, mail 50c and $1.00.
Williams' M'f'g Co., Props., Cleve-
land, 0.
SWEDES AROUSED
Waller° is a carpenter well known on
the south side.
George Glenn and Perry Story were
elected firemen to NIl the vacancies
cimused by the removal of Gibbs and
Pruess. Story is a mill man formerly
connected with the Langstaff-Orm
Manufacturing company and Glenn is
a well known potter.
To the mayor was referred the mat-
ter of -repairing doors at No. 4 fire
station. •
The matter of stationing officers at
polls election day was left to the Ms-
' retion of Chief of Police James Co:-
:ins:
WILLIAMS' CARBOLIC SALVE
WITH ARNICA and WITCH HAZEL.
The best Salve in the world for
Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt
Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Bands, and
all sk!n eruptions. It is guaranteed
to give satisfaction, or money re-
funded. Price 25c by Druggists.
WILLIAMS' M'F'G. CO., Props.,
Clevetand, 0
Bone Who prove Ahbis,
At every b2use in the blo-A, from
the drug store on one corner to the
saloon on the other corner, the bo
NEARLY WHOLE COST OF YACHT U tiding the little yellow dog stopped
HAS BEEN SUBSCRIBED. and put an anxious inquiry:
"Say, did youse people see this dog
around here this morning between Ii
end 11 o'clock'!"
Several persons were found who
were willing to swear to the where-
abouts of the yellow pup at that par-
ticular time. Finally the boy turned
Tn triumph to the policeman who had
Stockholm. Oct. 15.—WIlllam Oh- followed 
said he, "it wasn't Jake
him.
"See."son and Goeza Kyhlberger, who are
at the head of a movement here to Jake's proved an alibi."
appeared unconvincedbuild a challenger for America's cup,  The officer 
say that a large portion -of the motley
required to construct and Bail the 90
ofeter. estimated at about $189,000,
has already been subscribed. Many
American Cup Challenger Will lie
Built in Stockholtu--Material
Gras Ii,
large manufacturers have offered to
furnish material gratis and the cap-
tain and three mates of the yacht will
sail her without any pay. The desig-1
er will accept ffercompensatIon for his
work and the builders only will
charge the net cost of consiruelion.
A Cure for Sea Sickness.
A chat with a hardy Breton fisher-
man brought forth this novel cure for
seasickness. While the old man told
, of the storms that he ban been
through, the narrow escapes he had.
had, and the long journeys he had /
taken, he was interrupted with the!
question. "and seasickness? Were you
ever sick?" "Nev4r." he replied,
and I'll tell yoh the reason if you
like to hear—i never went on any!
ship without taking a little -mirror
In my pocket. As soon as I felt the.
sickness'coming on I looked steadily
In the glass, and all symptoms passed,
away. I got .the cure from my fath-
er, and I never knew it to fail." The y
receipt is easily tried, and If it does 1
not convince the skeptical there is
the consolation that no loss need be
entailed in giving it a charree.—Ex
Getting Old.
I used to like to gad about
Of evenings with the boys,
To whoop it up like all-get-out
In bacchanalian joys.
,There's nothing to prevent It now;
I • I have no wife to scold.
I haven't quite forgotten how—








Now on sale at
Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
.Agent for original Allegrettl
Candles
--,...11••••••••Wow • ...r••••••••
but he had to . take the witnesses'
ord for the innocence of Jake.
"It's getting to be as hard work to
convict a dog as a person." he said
'Every pup in town who gets into
a scrape sems out to prove an alibi
Some dog bit a child up the street
this-morning. It vas one of the dog:;
in this block, but which' Every one
I have caught soder •hai got off on
the alibi dodge. Up to a few week:,
ago nobody on this teat eves. thought
of working .up an, alibi for a dog.
Now that Is the first thing his'oirner
thinks of, and he can get so mans
people to swear to the whereabouts
of his dog at it-certain time that the
professional alibi kwearers will soon
be as hard to deal with ae the pro
fessional bondsmen. -- New Tort.
Times.
With, Tao Hearts.
The X-rays are queer things Thu,
have just discovered that Ira .1 Sn'
)a-es, a private in the




This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guar-
tee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.
jaddition io this his liver and spleen
lare on the srung side. The hearts
:beat in unison and Salyards didn't
kmiw there was snything abnormal
'about hlin until the X-rais fussed
!around and found No. 2 on the right
I aid,- of him, which was wrong for a
heart. After tthis we may look for a
efrailar case. Shoitidn't be surprised
if mall's organs arm, often duplicated,
A'. .1 :f one gives out the
,other cennot fiel to work. -•es
'Hera•ld ., 
So long as this old tithed is in need




We will sell until
TUESDAY
One 35c Tooth Brush,
one 25c package of Rex-
all tooth paste, powder
or liquid for
45c
We make this conces-






REMOVE)) Ti) THIRD AND
KENTPCKY.
gook Binding, Bank Work, begs,
and Library Work a specialty.
NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS, ILL,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
fewest and best hotei.. In the city,
RAtes $2.o0. Two large sample
looms. Rath rooms, Electric








FOR THE TEN \ EssEE
STE %MEG ci.VDE
Lenges l'adtesh for Tennessee River
Etery Wetitireday tit 4 p.
1. W. WRIGHT Master
EUGENE ROBINSON Clerk
This company is not respons11,Ie
for invoice charges unless Collected
as the clerk of the boat.
Specie: excursion rates from Padu-
eh to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. Leaves Paducah every
Wedneeday at 4 p. m.





Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopk.ns leave Paducah for Evans-
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves. Paducah for Cairo and way
tndings at S a. m. sharp, daily, ex-
eiiit Sunday. Special excursion rates
r.ow in effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or without meals
land room. Good music and table un-
surpassed. _
For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler. General Pass. Agent, or
IGIVen Fowler, City Pass Agent, at
I Fowler-Crumbaugh & Cos Office,
First and Rroodwa,
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, Hy.




FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER
EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY•  AIN,  /111COMPO AAAAA
We have several good driving horses for Sete at reasonable prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call and see tfieni.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
livery end bearding Ivo.
tacos pORATEO
Furth Street uil Kentucky Arenas.
1••••••••••
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
s2—
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed:
Complete machine shop:




IS TO BE STOPPED
Immigration Officials are Tak-
ing a Hand
I °wig Maim/an Impair-tett Into New
lore From Pane anti Erten •
t 1  , it ii. Said.
THE 11 ET ECT s RE F: %GED
Washington, D. C., Oct. 15.-That
the federal autarirOies, working In
tonjunetiOn silk the local polk* In
rNew York and other large cities
.thronghout the country, Intend to
break up the slave traffic in women
and boys is vouched for by Oscar S.
altraus, secretary of commerce and,
labor, and Frank P Sargent. commia.'
eioner general of inotogsation.
Reports just placed in the hand
of officials here show that women are
being brought to the Ceitel States in
ever increasing numbers from nearly
every European courory, particularly.
Fiance, and from China and Japan.
In New York. for example, according
to advices received from Helen M.
Rtillia. who was appeinted immigrant
Inspector at Ellis loam, tor the pur-,
pose of paying apei a: attention to the,
illicit traffle in women. houses nil.;
for immoral purposes are supplied
With girls from Paris.
Several dieorderas houses In .New
York, known to harbor women im-
ported for improper purposes, are
Sow under surveiliiince. The impoit-
ant thing, in Mlse op:nion, is
not to deport the:a wornenabut to ep-
prebend and punish to the extreme
limit of the law the men engaged in
the business of trafficking in them.
Would Knd Tenni, et It
Secretary St , na-
tion to end, if poss;ls
traffic in omen also plan
up the system whereby hued:tole of
boys, most of them Greeks. are held.
in a number of big citiea of the
ml
ircal:s amounting to boudage. Under
'Secretary Straits' direction a compre-
hensive Inquiry into this form of
decry has been in progress for
, mths. The investigation is inch
.•tly in charge of Alcibiades Sera-
phic, a Greek, recognized as one of
the most competent inspectors in the
Immigration .tservice. In this case
Greek has ben pitted against Greek
with gratifying results to the gov-
ernment. Inspector Seraphic has
prosecuted his work in New York,
Boston, Philadelphia, Ch:cago, St.
Louis, Kansas City, Indianapolis and
New Orleans. His reports, it is un-
derstood, disclose a startling state of
affairs, and in a number of instances,
upon evidence collected by Seraphic.
Greek padrones have been brought
into the courts and convieted of viola-
Cons of the immigration laws. Other
convictions in ibis connection are ex-
pected to foliar
There is mood reason to believe
that 11 a comparatively short time
sorderly houses in New York and
other cities will be miffed and their,
alien inmates taken into custody, to,
, he holds witnesses against those re-
:aponsible for Omit importation, and
afterwards deported. About the sante
time there will be a roundup of the
Greek padrones now under surveil-
lance.
Mies Runk Travels on Steamers.
THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN
.and the cribs of 'Western states ann
Alaska. There are about eighteen
women aleaas in that house. They
are in the country not more than two
or three weeks, and some are under
age."
The house designated was visited
by the New York police and the facts
as represented in the anonymous com-
munication substantiated, it is under-
stood, In every detail.
Pacific Coast Cities to Aid.
On the Pacific coast the practice or
briuging over Japanese and Chine
girls for immoral purposes Is an old
story. Local police authorities on the
coast are said to have winked at the
trafile, but now that the federal gov-
ernment has become awakened to the
seriousness of the situation it is the
expectation that the police of San
Francisco, Seattle and other coast
cities will co-operate to the end that
the immigration laws may be vigor-
ously enforced.
Secretary Straus and Commissioner
General Sargent have issued instruc-
Rona to immigration tinkers to arrest
and deport alien women of ilerepute
an& precurers of such women.
If Secretary Straus can break op
the traffic in immoral women and
boys brought to this country to serve
In practical slavery he will count it
as one of the most Inaportant achieve
meats of his administration of tile
department of commerce and labor.
Not In His Class.
-tn unwell linear may "eat his
hcSd 14" hefore a buyer is found-
unless Ow 'toner "believes in solver-
ti' in ".
• .tesii a condi.
Miss BUMS was authorized to
travel on immigrant steamers plying
between New Yfark and foreign ports.
This sas done when Secretary Straus'
attention was first directed to flagrant
violations of those provisions of the
.aw relating to women or girls 'm-
ewled for immoral purposes. 11:ss
BO; is waa given a temporary appoint-
ment. but the indications are that.
she will be permanently retatnee in ,
the 1mm:oration service.
le the work of driving out the
white slave traffic the authorities ex-
Pet I great aid from certain foreignersi
in New York, some of whom, how-
ever. prefer to extend a helping
hand in the form of annonymous let•
tee. such as the following, a copy of
which has just been forwarded to
Washington by Miss Bunts:
"If you want to make a good round
up of women annually arriving 'in this
iotinti). go to (naming a reuott on
we-t sidel. That house is run
I.. a Frenchman, and is the first step
lli this country of a good many we-
11141, unto Paris before they are seri:
Let Us Show You How It
Cuts the Fuel Bill in Hall
For Soft Coal, Lignite or Hard Coal
As you know fully one-half the carbon available for heat in soft coal is gip, the entire gas
supply used for fuel and illumination in many cities and towns being made from cl'immon soft coal.
The ordinary stove in burning soft coal allows this gas half of the fuel to pass up the chimney
unburned, thus wasting it as a heat producer.
Cole's Original Hot Blast Stove, by means of the patented Hot Blast draft and other
patented features, distills this gas from the upper surface of the cm), utilizing it as a heat producer
along with the fixed carbon or coke in the coal, thus burning all the coal, This is why
Cole's Original
.i#1) Hot Blast •
Saves the Dollars and makes a ton of common $3.00 soft coal or
Would You Lose
T/1,d (1 ,
fillCCI -S4111. lin, ell 114 de
'cloy all lack tlic pat,
They do nit St;iy tiHlt I




lignite do the work of $9.00 worth of hard coal.
Your old stove and imitation Hot Blast are not air tight,
do not save the escaping gases and do not give you a warm
house at night. You cairn& afford to say to yourself "My
,old stove will have to do this.winter." The old stove is
eating up the price of a new stove every year. Not only
that, but on top of the cost is the unsatisfactory result it
gives. It is always out the coldest morning.
Even Heat Day and Night-Fire Never Out
Cole's Hot Blast is so perfect in construction that fire
keeps all night, and when the draft is opened in the morn-
ing will burn two or three hours with the fuel put in the
night before. No other stove does this. Fire, therefore,
never goes out, and the rooms are kept at an CY= Ws.'
pernture all the time.
 OUR GUARANTEE-
1- n*, imamate* a Airing of one-third in fuel over any lower draft stow at the
same ',ire, with soft coal or slack.
a-We guarantee Cole Hot BISSt to use less hard,coal for heating a given space
than an he,c burner made with same heating surface.
3-We guarante- that the rooms can he heated from one to two hours each morn-
ing with the soft coal or hard coal Trit in the stove the evening before.
4-We guarantee that the Move will hold fire with soft coal 36 hours
viathout atteetion.
5-We gart inter it uniform heat dap and night, with soft coal, hard mid
r,r lignite.
6-We guarantee every stove to remain absolutely eir tight as long as used.7-We guarantee the feed drvar to be smoke and dust proof.
The above guarantee is Made sk 11h the understanding that the stove




For Hard Coal Saves Half
The perfect control over the drafts, the slow economical
combustion and the large positive radiating surface make
Cole's Original Hot Blast the most economical and the hest
Hard Coal stove made.
Cole's Hot Blast is the modern heater and will save its
cost in fuel every winter. Buy one for your home now.
$50.00 in Fuel to Save $1.00 on the Cost of Your Stove?
constriicte,l, putty jointed, showy made imitation stove. Like all
stolainalliet Blast has many inferior imitations, avoid them.
ti feltun and careful construction, which make the Original Hot Bloat a great success.
11 ,,_`3111, and cracks which render them worthless as tire keepers. See the name,




Furniture, Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
1
'ECZEMA MEIN DEEP-NOT IN THE
BLOOD.
Skin Diseases CAll Be Cured Only By
Treating the Skin.
NOTABLES COMING
TO PLAN INTERNATIONAL 8.
CONVENTION.
Will Meet in Louisville Last of This
Week-Plans for Entertain-
ment.
When the executive committee of
the International Sunday School
meets here for the purpose of bearing
reports lind discusing ways and
means for advancing Sunday school
interests throughout the United
States:the Dominion of Canada, New-
foundland, Alaska, Mexico and the
West Indies, Louisville Will have as
her guests the most notable Sunday
school workers oT the country. There
will be repreeentation here from
every state in the union, from the Do.
miniten of Canada, and from the other
Places named. The first session of
the committee will be held at the
Young Men's Christian association
building Saturday morning at 10:30
"I had eczema and tried (3) doe- o'clock. This session will continue
tors for (6) months." writes F. R•!until 3:30 o'clock in the afternoon
Tesar, banker and city collector of when it will be adjourned in order
Hopkinson, Ia. "They did me ne that the members of the committee
good. I wrote for a sample bottle of may make their preparations for at-
D. D. D. and started to use it. MY,tending an informal reception to be
fate and mustache were a:1 full of the
and I wrote for a dollar bottle, and day.
,o'clock in the afternoon of the saute
held at ttre Louisville hotel at 5:3-0
disease. The trample did me good
It is Useless to try to cure skin dis-
ease by pouring vile, poisonous drugs
into the 'stomach-this has been
Proven by yedrs of study and experi-
menting by the world's greatest
eclentists and specialists in cutaneous
diseases.
When it was proved that skin dis-
ease was In the skin only and not in
the blood, attention was immediately
given to discover a remedy that wou:d
cure the disease by external applica-
tion. Years were spent in study and
experimenting, but finally Dr. Decatur
D. Dennis, a skin specialist, of wide,
reputation, compounded a remedy
cotielsting of purely vegetable ingre-
dients and as clean and pleasant to ,
use as pure water. This instantly,
gave relief and Quickly cured thei
worst eases of skin disease. This re-'
Intuitable remedy is called D. D. D.
Peescription and the secret of its suc-1
cess is that it gets at the seat of thel
trouble,immediately killing the germs'
that cause the disease, and leaves the
1skin soft and clean, the disease com-
pletely cured.
My head was full of dandruff and al-.
Following the reception there will
now my face is smooth al a baby'
but has stopped now. This has all;°.;1°<' '
be a banquet at the hotel at 6:30ways itched', my hair was coming out
--
c k given by the ex.eutive corn-
disappeared and I feel 20 years m' 
ttee and the local committee hay-
younger. I would not be afraid to
guarantee D. D. D. to cure 
eczema,ing charge of arrangements for the
and dandruff in the worst stages. It
great international Sunday school con
iguests, S
tention which is to be held in Louis-
would also advise that all barbers tell 
thoir customers who have dandruff 
to'ville next June and other invited
D. D. and get cured." 
peehes will be made by
send at once for a dollar bottle of D 
c
notable Sunday school workers from.
A literal sample bottle can be 
had,Nailillepainesnof the country and by Louis-
free postpaid by writing the D. D. 
prominent in Sunday school
te'noc-losli1n2g 
Monicihyigiaone Stto.. heehlpicapgaoy, Ill.,
Le. work. The program. which will be
;announced later, has not yet been
cost fully arranged.
find this wonderful remedy on sale by school convention, which Is to be held
The twelfth International Sundayof packing and maillzig. Or you eanl
R. W. Walker & Co.. Fifth and t in Louisville next year, begins June
Broadway, where you may also got 18 and continues until June 23.
Members of the local committee hav-
ing arrangements for the convention
in charge are: C. J. Meddis. chair-
man; John L. Wheat, treasurer; John
Stites, first vice chairman; C. C. Stoll,
second vice chairman; Huston Quin,
searetary. and J. V. Logan, Jr., as-
sistant secretary. Ex-officio members
Washington, Oct. 13.-Confronted of the committee are: The Rev. E
with a statement by Henry A. Castle, V. Mulling, the Rev. John R. Sampey
former auditea of the postoffice de- and Prof. E. A. Fox.
eartntent, that the government for a The chairmen of other committo
:g time had lost an average of $1,-
, 
formed in connection with the con,
daily through error and fraud in 
e 
t
money oveler system, the congres- 
rig' convention are: Entertainme:i
committee. Charles D. Gates; intent,.
000nal cornrniesion which is inquiring committee, A. Y. Ford; receptioe cot'
Into postal methods has gono far mittee, Harry Pfinpt; transportatior
"ugh to detide that important re. committee, John J. Telford; rausH
ii ma are ne:4essary in the conduct of committee, W. I. McNair; ushia
the service.
The postoffice for years has been
'without the system of checks and bal-
ances known to every efficient private
loisinese enterprise. Before steps
re taknto correct this defect a
postmaster In a Western town, for In-
'stance, might Issue a money order for
$14.10 to be paid in New York. 
Heiwould receive the $100 from the ap-
plicant and notify the postmaster at
York by the usual means, that
had issued an order for $10.0. BlIt
reporting to the department he
oight state that the order issued was
'for only $1.
I The system was suah that the fraud
would not be detarted, for the west.
11 postmaster's order to the post-
oter in New York and his report to
department were not brought to-
o ther for comparison.
free booklets on treatment and care
of the skin, dieting, and bathing.
PONTA!. FRAUDA $1.000 A RAY.
Leek of System in holey Order De-
partment Costls to Government.
Full Assuranee. -
Old Aunt Miasma -Howdy, Gladys!
howdy. chile! I vain; tell dat yo' um
uligv.hie to marry dat 'ar Cia'ence
Swagg.
Niko Gladys Ouggies-Yelem. Me
and Cin'ence it gwine to sasshay fo'th
band in hand on de stawiny sea o'
nantattiony. De obsequies am fixed foe'
teat Friday evenee, nod l's as happy
Ile de tiny is long right now.
Old Aunt allastun-Clehuh! Weil. 1
adlnirtsa to see yo' joyin• de pangs of
anticipation. and I sleety hopes de re-
taliation win be the same. Itut-ah.
Lawd:oolteie tuelt. Os-se men! l's done
been maed to no less'u five o' tie
sconterels in intih time, gal. and, pa
knitet piaee no nee oppentlence on 'ton
bin so many eels, dey's flat detenial
slippery. Dey Mike nod tley trana-
plavicates and sw'ars by de nittou anti
oahs dat dey'll be true, but when yo'
thitiks yo' has 'cm-IOW-and deo;:e
tcoite (11111 yo". WOnlall Wei made to
moan, and men was made to see dat
the dive moan. U-mon-m-ahl
ailse Gladys Guggies-Yas'm. I or-
ganizes right ernaht 'bout dat muliee'f
uliktize l's done been footed dot oh-
way n fee- thues a'ready. I had mull
lottlts o' Cln'enee lipite-nh his pro-
!tedium of titelyin"feetiou (well he
took it jammed mutt head agniust
de wall wid a ferocity dot jarred de
house, and den I kpowed de man
Yalta, loved we. uteri, den I knowed
It.-Puck.
The chlef's Rebuke.
The New York Tribune tells this
story of Admiral Walker: A brisk
voting naval officer one day rushed
Into the reception room of the chief boat has been tied up awaiting a
of the bureau of navigation and petu-',more favorable stage of water. The
lantly demanded of the farmer-look-, met left on receipt of a telegram
Int; person in civilian attire who was that the river had risen at that point
walking up 'and down the room: "Is and the boat could get. by. The Fin
Walker in " The plain individual ley had w large tow of coal barges,
thus addressed stopped abort. lookedl The American is in from the Ten-
the caller over with a quizzleal' gaze, nesttee with ties. While on her way
tind replied with most, instigating de- bark' the bottoni of one Of the barges
liberatioii: .:Don't be so tortoal..dropped out and .let the ties into the
Call me John." rater, but they were rescued andl
committee, Prof. H. G. Brow
pages committee, H. E Monti,
general comfort cominitt
Henry Enos Tuley; press, printite.
and publicity committee, Robert le
Hughes; halls and churehes commit
tee. the Rev. Peyton H. Hoge; infor-
mation committee. J. S Hilton: pul-
pit supply committee, the Rev. S. at
Waltz; Sunday school supply com-
mittee, Prof. E. A. Fox; exhibits com-
mittee, E. S. Boswell; adult depart-
ment committee, W. J. 11,-Glothlin.
Haver Wage*.
Cairo 15.9 0.1 fall
Chattanooga  2.7 0.2 fall
Cincinnati  15.1 0.9' fall
Evansville  10.9 1.1 rise
Florence  1.0 0.3 fall
Louisville  7.4 0.4 fall
Nashville  9.0 0.4 fall
Pittsburg   1.4 1.3 rise
St. Louis  12.1 0.6 fall
Mt. Vernon  9.2 1.7




A Word to the Wise I
We Are After
Your Clothing Trade
And We Mean to Get It, Too
And tbe way we are going after
It we tell you below. There's no
need for you to wear your old suit
until the HIGH PRICE STORES
have Weir AFTER-THE-SEASON
REDUCTION SALE OF ODDS
and ENDS We are going to give
you the opportunity to BUY
HIGH ('LASS CLOTHING In
ALL . THE NEWEST CUTS,
WEAVES and COLORS at
LOWER PRICES than the HIGH
PRICE, EXpENSE RIDDEN
ST iRES charge you during 'their
CUT PRICE END OF- TH la-SEA-
SON SALE. SOUNDS like BIG
TALK, DON'T IT? Well, if you
ttilik So, call to See U8 and we will
soon convince you that our GOODS
and PRICES prove our words.
ALL SUITS are MARKED IN
PLAIN FIGURES, and Will be
sold as marked. Below we give A
few lots and prices. Ming this ad-
vertisement with you and com-
pare with stock.
BED KOCK PRICES-READ AND THINK
Lot 8338 Brows Plaid Worsted ;WM
Expense Ridden Storei• price is $22.50.
Lot 5336, Olive ('heck and Overplaid Worsted $10.9t)
Expense Hidden Stores' price Is $22.50.
Lot S1139, Brown Self Stripe Worsted $1-4.010
Expense Ridden Stores' price is $22.50,,
Lot 31141, Gray Plaid Worstel $14.0to
Lot 8897, Gray Plaid Worsted $14.90
$22.50.
Expense Ridden Stores' price
Expense Ridden Stores' price
is
is
Lot 3223, Gray Plaid Worsted $14.90
kipense Ridden Stores' price,is $22.50.
Lot 9206, Olive Check Cass $14.90
Expense Ridden Stores' price is $21.50.
Lot 8862. Olive Nobby Worsted 1111.00
Lot 3207,. Gray Plaid Cass $11.1)0
Expense Ridden Stores' price is $18.00.
Expense Ridden Store.' price
922.50.
is $18.00.
I.ot 9249. Olive Stripe Worsted $0.90
Eepense Ridden Storeel Price is $15.00.
Lot 3292o(erey 'Plaid Worsted $12.99
Expense Ridden Storer.' price IS $18.00.
Lot 9231, Grey Plaid Worsted $9.00
-Expense Ridden Stores' price is $16.00.
Lot 92.50, Nobby Olive Cass, WOO
Expense Ridden Stilted' pt.).* is 1110.00.
I.ot 9265, Grey Plaid Worsted Cass $9.119
Expense Ridden Stores' price is $15.00.
Lot 8752, Grey Worsted $7.19
Expeused Ridden Stores' price i $10.00.




with Nou and make your own comparison. Fit and Quality 
And so on. A call will convince you, Bring this advertisement
Expense Ridden Storeta price Is $10.00.
'et
Eipense Hidden Storee price Is 119.00.
Lot 14606, Nobby Check Cars Worsted 
Ex
THE MODEL 11 2 SouthSecond St.
Special Sale of Sample Fancy Vests
A Dollar Saved is a Dollar Made
loaded on the other barges.
The boiler of the Fannie Wallace
Is being repaired, and while she is
tied up the Kuttawatis doing the har-
bor work for the West • Kentucky
Coal company.
The Jim Duffy was let off the ma-
rine ways yesterday, the repairs to
her hull having been made. The boat
l was not as badly htirt by her stay on,the bottom of Big Bend shoals as
'was first thought, anarthe expense of
'repairing the craft not so large as
anticipated.
The towboat Lytio has gone to the
Tennessee for ties.
rise Capt. M. H. Campbell has arrived
fall from Cairo to make his headquarters
hero in the future,
Copt. Swain Toswnsend left yester-
day for Springville. Tenn., where he
le superintending the construction of
six large barges for use In the Big
Sandy river.
The Inverness has gone to the Teto
nessee for a tow of ties.
The steamer estrum arrived from
the Tennesee river with a cargo of
115,.00a) feet of lumber and a good
manifest of peanuts and other pro-
Another fall of .2 is
the government gauge
stage here being G.G.
The Dunbar left thts morning
her regular trip to Cairo
The Clyde is in from the Tennessee
with a load of produce for Paducah
market.
The City of Saltillo is due from
St. Louis tomorrow.
The big transfer barge of the C.,
E. & I. railroad has been completed
at the marine ways and was let down
into the water this morning to be
towed to Jappa.
The Reaper leaves today for Casey...
ville for a tow of coal -for the West
Kentucky Coal company.
The Hosmer is in from the Ten-
neirsee with ties.
Capt. Joe Kritzinger will leave
tomorrow for New York to buy a new
boat for the West Kentucky Coal
company, lie expects to buy a craft
about the size of the Annie L. Cooper,
The John S. Hopkins will he the
Evansville packet today.
The Clyde will leave for the
nesse() tomorrow afternoon,
The crew of the J. p, Finley left
yesterday for Sister's bar where the
Ten-
duce, and will depart on her return
this afternoon at 5 o'clock. She fail-
col to bring the barge America from
Riverton, Ala. The barge was recent-
ly purehased of the Big Four Benton
Lumber company by the Kansas City
Steamship company to be used by its
steamers in transporting freight to
Kansas City on areount of the low
water in the Missouri river and to
avoid overloading the steamers.
Cottmodore Henry &vile is making
preparations to winter his fleet of '
steamers at the mouth of the Tennes-
see river above Pathicah. Ky., which
Is considered one of the best winter
harbors in the country, l.eing avail-
able to a dock company and fine re-
sources of steamboat timber besides.
with good facilities of transportation
of workmen. There is teldom any
ice in the Tennesee riven-St. Louis
Globe Democrat.
-The conselentioum wife devotes
sonic' time and car: to the wise spend-
ing of her husband's income-the
earning of which entails upon hint
plenty of both. She reads the ads,
and buys of advertisers.












Total security to depositors $2S0.000
Accounts of indieidn1114 And limns solicited. We appreciate
small as well as large depomitors and accord to all the same
courteous treatment.
Interest Paid on Tim* Deposits 
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHT'S FROM 7 TO 8,017IANJIL.
Third and Broadwai
r.
'0 4
